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1_ INTR~uUCTI~N 
rZ ring homomorphism (all rings are commutative, with identity, and 
homomorphisms preserve the identity) R --f S is called pure if for every 
R-module M, M ---f M RR S via m -+ m @ 1 is injective. 
Quite generally, if I is a homogeneous ideal of a graded ring R and 
rad(1) = rad((fo ,..., fi2)R), where f0 ,...,fn are forms of R, then the 
local cohomology modules H,i(R) can be expressed as direct limits of 
Koszul cohomology: 
f3,yf-q = lim H+Y.(f’; R)) 
(details, including notation, are given in Section 2) and the modules 
H,‘(R) acquire a Z-grading independent of the choice of the forms 
f = f” ,...,.f,, . 
Our first objective here (Section 2) is to show that in characteristic 
p > 0, under certain conditions (including the purity of the Frobenius 
homomorphism) on R, the computation of local cohomology can be 
amazingly simplified and many graded pieces vanish (cf. Theorem 1.1, 
Proposition 2.4 below). After developing some prerequisites concerning 
the generic behavior of local cohomology in Section 3, we proceed to show 
(Section 4) that for certain classes of rings in characteristic 0 one may 
obtain analogous results by passing to characteristic p >, 0 (cf. Proposi- 
tion 4.7 and Theorem 4.8). In Section 5, we consider a number of exam- 
ples of families of rings that fit into one of our classes. In some cases 
(see Example 5.30) membership depends on the existence of infinitely 
many primes in an arithmetic progression. Also in Section 5, various 
criteria for membership in these classes are developed. A point that 
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constituted part of our original motivation is that membership in a 
certain one of these classes is preserved by passing to a ring of invariants 
of a linearly reductive linear algebraic group. (See Theorems 5.25 and 
5.26 for a precise statement.) In Section 5, we also study seminormal 
rings generated by monomials, and quotients of polynomial rings by 
ideals generated by square-free monomials. We sketch the relationship 
between this last topic and algebraic topology developed in [I I] and briefly 
discuss the application of this to the Upper Bound Conjecture in 
combinatorics made by Stanley [ 14, 151. 
We assume complete familiarity with [3, Sect. 61. A number of our 
techniques grew out of our work in [7], and we will frequently use [7] 
as a reference here. Note that some of the main results of [7] are an- 
nounced in [6]. 
The following theorem exemplifies our results in characteristic p. FYe 
say that R is a special graded K-algebra if R is a non-negatively graded 
K-algebra of finite type with R, = K (K may be any ring). 
THEOREM 1. I. Let A’ be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, let R be 
a special graded K-algebra, let P = C @d,l R, be the irrelevant ideal, 
and suppose that Ii+ is Cohen-Macaulay if 9 is a prime different from P 
and that tJte minimal primes of R have equal colteight r + 1, I’ > 0. 
Finally, suppose that tke Frobenius Jromomorphism F: R + R (F(r) :- 1.1’) 
is pure. TJzen: 
(a) [~p’(W, = 0 ( J w tere Cl indicates dth graded piece) if d > 0, and 
ifd i 0 and 0 5 i 2 r. (Itfollows that HP<(R) g H’-l(X, O,,,), 2 < i < I’, 
where (X, P,Y) = proj R.) 
(b) If f --= .fo ,...,f,, is any set of forms in P suclz tlzat P = rad((f)R), 
then fos 0 < i + ’ r, H,;(R) s [H’(K’(f; Ii))],, . In other words, it is not 
necessary to take a direct limit! 
(c) R/F’(R) is a Cohen-Macaulay F”(R)-module (of dimension r f 1) 
,fos all posithe integers e. 
This result is proved in Section 2. 
Remark 1.2. Note that the Cohen-Macaulay property assumed in 
Theorem 1 .l is closely related to the corresponding property of the 
scheme S -- proj R. Recall (see [7, Lemma 3.31) that if R is a special 
graded K-algebra such that R3 is Cohen-Macaulay for every prime 
9’ + P (= irrelevant maximal ideal), then X is Cohen-Macaulay. If R 
is generated by R, and X is Cohen-Macaulay, then RP is Cohen- 
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Macaulay for every d # P. Similar statements with “regular” replacing 
“Cohen-Macaulay” are also valid. However, the regularity or Cohen- 
Macaulayness of the scheme S does not imply the corresponding 
property of the local rings R~? if R is not generated by R, . An example is 
given in [7, Remark 3.41. 
2. CHARACTERISTIC p RESULTS 
Let R = C @,lEz R,, be a graded ring. If E is a graded R-module and 
d E Z, define the graded module E(d) by E(d)lL = Ed+n . Let K’(f; R) 
(wherefis a form of degree d) be the right complex 0 -+ R 4 R(d) ---f 0, 
where K” -m= R, K1 == R(d), and the map is multiplication by f. If 
f = f(, )..., f,! (forms) and E is graded, let 
where OR is graded and E is regarded as a complex concentrated in 
degree 0. Then these are complexes of graded modules and degree 0 
maps. Let fl = jot,..., fnt. The complexes K*(f’; E) form a direct limit 
system in a natural way. (If TZ = 0, E ~: R, f = fO, this system is 
induced by the commutative diagrams: 
K'(ff7 f'; R) I 0 ---. I< . ..'"> R((t + t')(q + 0 
t 
Icy; I?) ~~,;iR~L .;I;~- * > ( ---f 0 
and, in the general case, one tensors the systems for the individual fi 
with E.) This direct limit system is also graded, and the limit, which 
we denote K’(f”; E), may be identified with 
where K’(S’; R) is the right complex 0 ----f R ~-*- R, ---f 0 (A? R, 
P = R,). See [7, Sect. 51 or [3, Chap. 21. If I is a homogeneous ideal of R 
with rad(l) = rad((f)R), then 
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and the local cohomology modules H,‘(E) acquire a grading that is 
easily checked to be independent of the choice of forms f. We will write 
Kd-(ft; E) for the dth graded piece of K’(f’; E) (here, 1 < t < GC). Then 
K;(f$ E(d’)) r K;+,(ft; E), and [H!.(E)]& s H’(K,‘(f”; E)). 
If S is an R-algebra, S is graded, and R -+ S multiples degrees by d, 
then we have a map of complexes K.(fl; R) -r K’(f’l; S), 1 < t < 00, 
where f’ is the image off. The map is induced by identifying 
Sjf’f; S) gg Kjf$ I?) OR s 
and mapping u H u @ 1. This map multiplies degrees by d and we get 
maps of cohomology H.(K.(f’; R)) + H.(K.(f”; S)), or, better, 
[Hwp; fmi - [fJ’(Ky; q)lnLd > m E Z. 
An easy but important result is: 
LEMMA 2.1. If R is pure in S, the maps 
NpiT.(f’; R)) + H.(K.(ff’; S)) 
are injective, 1 < t < w. 
Note that if f = CE we obtain the usual maps H;(R) + H;,(S). 
Lemma 2.1 is proved in [7, Sect. 61, but also follows from the following 
more precise result (we shall need the greater precision in Section 4): 
LEMMA 2.1”. Let 9’” ~7 . . . --f Kipl ---fq Ki -+ K,+, + .. . be a rom- 
plex over a ring R, let Ci :- Coker y, let S be an R-algebra, and suppose 
that the map Ci -+ Ci OR S is injectke. Then the natural map Hi(Y) + 
H’(,Y OR S) is injective. 
Pwof. Let B, = Tm 50. Let z E Ki represent an element of H’(Y) 
that maps to 0 in H’(X BjR S). Then z @ 1 E Im(v OR ids) = 
Im(Bi RR S). The exact sequence 0 ---f B, + Ki + Ci ---f 0 yields a 
commutative diagram: 
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in which the rows and (by hypothesis) the rightmost column are exact. 
Since a(z) = 2 @J 1 E Im(Bi @R S), /$X(Z) == 0, and 6y(c) = 0. Since 
6 is injective, y(z) = 0 and : E B, , i.e., 2 represents 0 in H’(X). Q.E.D. 
If R has positive prime characteristic p and Fe: R ---f R is defined by 
F”(Y) == rlJe, then for any (homogeneous) I \ve have a map 
(which multiplies degrees by p”). We will denote this map by F’. If T is 
any R-module we will write “T (or ReT) for T with the R-module structure 
given by r . t = r1-“t. Thus, Fe: H,‘(R) ---f H;(R) is not R-linear, but the 
same map F’: H,‘(R) + ‘H;(R) is R-linear. 
We say that R is F-pure if F: R --j R is pure. (For F to be injective, 
we need that R be reduced, i.e., F-pure rings are reduced.) Moreover, 
if F is pure, FC is pure for all positive integers c. Hence: 
LEMMA 2.2. If R is F-pure (and I is homogeneous) F’: H;(R) -+ H;(R) 
(or, better, for all II, Fe: [H;(R)],, * [H;(R)],,,,,) is inject&. 
LEMMA 2.3. If R is graded tz~zd F-pure and I is homogeneous and 
[H;(R)], (rzspectivelq’, [H,‘(R)]_,,) 7sanishes for all suficientlv lurge 
- positive ktegers ~1, then it rqanishes fop all positkle integers II. 
Proof. Let I~ : * 1, as the case may be, and choose e so large that 
SWU,,e, = 0. Since F’: [H,‘(R)],,, -+ [H,‘(R)],,,e,, is injective, 
[W(R)I,,, = 0. Q.E.D. 
Let R be a special graded K-algebra, where K is any field, and let P 
be the irrelevant maximal ideal. Then the modules HP’(R) z HLRp(R,) 
have D.C.C. Since 
is a descending chain of R-submodules of HPi(R), [H,‘(R)],, = 0 for all 
sufficiently large 11 > 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let R 
be a special graded h’-algebra with ir.releaant ideal P. Suppose that R is 
F-gure. Then: 
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(a) [HPi(R)],, = 0 zyrz > 1. 
(b) If Hpi(R) has finite length then HPi(R) = [Hpi(R)], , i.e., 
[fQ(R)]. = 0 q n f 0. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from the remarks just above and Lemma 1.3, 
while part (b) is immediate from Lemma 2.3. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Sinde R.iP is Cohen-Macaulay if 9’ y- P and R 
has pure dimension, [7, Lemma 7.11 implies that W,j(R) has finite length, 
0 < i < Y (see the Remarks after the proof), and part (a) follows at once 
from Proposition 2.4 (see [7, Sect. 51 for the parenthetical statement). 
We next establish (c). We have a short exact sequence of F”(R)- 
modules: 0 -+F’(R) -+ R ---t R/F’(R) ---f 0. Let ,O = F’(P). Then we 
have a long exact sequence: 
Since Fe: (R, P) s (F’(R), Q) we have an R-isomorphism 8: H,‘(R) s 
eH,i(Fe(R)), while H,‘(R) may be identified with Hi,(R) = N,‘(R) 
(since rad@R) = P). If we identify Hoi(R) I= Hpi(R), then &B: 
Hpi(R) + “Hpi(R) is simply what we called F’ in Lemma 2.2, and it 
follows that pi0 and hence pi is injective for every i. Hence, CL{ = 0 for 
every i and we get short exact sequences 
0 ----+ H,“(F”(R)) Bi E-r&R) - HgyR,;Fe(R)) - 0 
for every i. We now claim that pi is bijective, 0 < i < I’. It is the same 
thing to claim that Fc: lIpi + eHpi(R) is bijective. To see this, note 
that H,‘(R) is finite-dimensional over K, that, since K is perfect, eHpi(R) 
is of the same dimension, that Fe is K-linear (even R-linear), and that Fe 
is injective. Clearly, then Fe is bijective. 
Since pi is bijective, 0 < i ,< I’, we have HQi(R/FC(R)) = 0,O < i < I’. 
Clearly, R 7 F’(R), and hence the grade of R/F’(R) on 0 is at least Y + 1 
(the first nonvanishing local cohomology module occurs when i is the 
grade). Since dim R = I + 1, it follows that R/F’(R) is Cohen-Macaulay 
of dimension r + I, and we have proven (c). 
To prove (b), we show that for every positive integer t and for 0 < i < r, 
the map [H’(K.(f; R))],, ---f [Wi(K’(f’; R))],, is bijective, when the map 
is the same as in the direct limit system. (Recall: 
p7pyz?)], = ~[W(X(f’; R))lo .) 
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This will certainly suffice, because from part (a) w-e know that Hpi(R) = 
, 0 < i < 1’. Now, for all i, t, e we have a commutative 
P(R) -Ff(Rj lP I 
By tensoring we obtain a commutative diagram: 
The vertical arrows are induced by F’(R) c_t R, while the horizontal 
arrows are the same as in the direct limit systems of complexes. Passing 
to cohomology, we have: 
@(K.(flj’; K)) ---+ IZ’(K’(f”‘t; R)) 
I 
4 
(2.1) 
W(K(fp’; P(R)) ----, H’(K’(f”ct; F/R)) 
for all i, t, e. The short exact sequence 0 -F'(R) -+ R-t R/F"(R) +O 
induces long exact sequences of Koszul cohomology: 
... - N’(K.(g; F”(R)) - H’(K.(g; R)) --f HyK’(g; R/F”(R))) --+ *-- 
where g = fiJP or g = f 11’~. Since R/P(R) has grade I’ + 1 onQ = F’(P), 
we have for 0 < i < 1’ that N’(K’(g; R/F'(R)) I= 0. It follows that both 
the vertical arrow-s in (2.1) are isomorphisms, 0 < i < r. On the other 
hand, Fe: R E F"(R) yields the diagram: 
W(K(f~‘“; F’(R)) 4 Ip(k’p”t; p(R)) 
FE 
t 
p 
t 
(2.2) 
W(K.(f; R)) A Ni(K.(ff; X)) 
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in which the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. Putting (2.1) and (2.2) 
together we obtain a commutative diagram: 
in which the vertical arrows are isomorphisms, 0 .< i < I’. The maps 
preserve zeroth graded pieces, and so, finally, we obtain for all t, P and 
0 < i < Y a commutative diagram: 
where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms, 0 < i < I’. What vve want 
to show is that y0 is bijective, and, evidently, it will suffice to show that yp 
is bijective for all sufficiently large e. While this follows essentially as in 
[13, Sect. 631 or [7, Sect. 91, we need and will prove something much 
stronger in Section 3: Proposition 3.2. Thus, we may apply Proposition 3.2 
with B = A = K(a field) and E = R (the choice of n E A - {O} is then 
irrelevant), and it follows that ye is bijective for all sufficiently large e. 
Q.E.D. for Theorem 1.1. 
Remarks. Theorem I .I may be sharpened and polished in various 
ways. One example is this: Suppose that instead of assuming that Ry is 
Cohen-Macaulay for all primes .Y + P and that all minimal primes of R 
have coheight r + 1 [which implied that H,“(R) has finite length, 
0 < i < Y], we simply assume that for a certain integer p, HP;(R) has 
finite length, 0 < i ,< p, while otherwise retaining the same hypotheses 
as in Theorem 1.1. Then the theorem remains valid, with conclusions (a), 
(b), and (c) modified to the following: 
(a) [fJPi(R)l,t y= 0 if d > 0 and if d < 0 and 0 < i < p. (It 
follows that H,‘(R) z H’-l(X, O,y), 2 < i < p, where (X, @r) = 
proj R.) 
(b) If f = fo ,...,.f,, is any set of forms such that P == rad((f)R), 
then for 0 < i < p, 
H/(R) g [W(K.(f; &!))I0 . 
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In other words, it is not necessary to take a direct limit! 
(c) The grade of 0 = Fe(P) on R/P(R) (regarded as an P(R)- 
module) is at least p + 1, for all positive integers e. 
The proof is word for word the same except that p replaces r. 
We can use local cohomology duality theory [3, Chap. 61 to get a 
statement more clearly analogous to our Theorem 1.1, In fact, suppose 
we define 
Ci) p = min{grade R, 1. coht 9”‘) - 1. 
YgP 
Then HPi(R) has finite length, 0 < i < p, and conclusions (a), (b), and 
(c) just above hold. Moreover, if R,, is Cohen-Macaulay for Y g P and 
R is of pure dimension IT + 1, then p :.: I. and we recover Theorem 1.1. 
To see the second assertion note that if R has pure dimension r + 1 
then for each 9, coht .9 :m r + 1 - ht b = 1’ $- 1 - dim R+ and 
p := r - sup(dim R, - grade R,j, 
,YCP i 
while dim Ry - grade R., > 0 with equality holding precisely when R9 
is Cohen-Macaulay. 
It remains to see why, with p defined as in line (*), N,“(R) has finite 
length, 0 < i < p. For this purpose we can replace R by R, and it will 
be enough to show that if (R, P) is a local ring that is a homomorphic 
image of a regular local ring, say R = S/J where (S, p) is a regular local 
ring, and p is defined as in line (*), then lipi has finite length for 
()“d * 2 .> p. 
To see this let N =: dim S. Then H,‘(R) gg H,‘(S/ J) and Uoi(S/ J) 
is the XIatlis dual, over S, of Extg-‘(S/ J, S) - T. Thus, if we regard IT 
as a module over S/J = R, we see that N,‘(R) has finite length if and 
only if T has finite length, i.e. (since T has ,A.C.C. over R) if and only if 
supp T = {P}. But if g g P and il is the corresponding prime of S 
(i.e., 9/J = 9) then 
and for the last module to vanish it suffices to have N - i > pd,,S,l JS, I= 
dim S-,-grade(S/ J)9 = ht 9-grade R,@, i.e. i < (N - ht 9) + grade 
Rg -_ dim S/J? + grade R,? == dim R/9 + grade R4 , or i < coht 
9 + grade R,? - 1, and the result follows. Q.E.D. 
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3. GENERIC BEHAVIOR OF LOCAL COHOMOLOGY 
In this section, A usually denotes a Noetherian domain and R a 
special graded A-algebra with irrelevant ideal P. Let E be a graded 
R-module of finite type. Our objective is to study how well we can get 
the local cohomology modules H;(E) to behave by localizing at a single 
nonzero element of A. The kind of behavior that can be produced in this 
way is what we mean by generic behavior. We apply the results of this 
section in Section 4 to compare the behavior of local cohomology at 
special fibers with behavior at the generic fiber. 
First, let us prove a precise result about the approximation of local 
cohomology by Koszul cohomology. We first give a lemma, and then the 
result (Proposition 3.2). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R = B[xu ,..., xJ be n polynomial ring, n 3 0, it2 
which the xi aye assigned positive degrees di (R, = B), and let X -+ E + 0 
be a finite resolution of a graded R-module E of finite t-ype (which may have 
finitely many ?zonu”ero negative graded pieces) by Jinite direct sums of copies 
of R(d), d varying, in which the maps have degree 0. Let d* = min.fd.‘. LI (I? 
let D = Ci di , and JOY each kteger h let 
LV(h) = (l/d*)(--h - D + ma{-d; H(d) occurs in A?).). 
Then for all i and for all integers t such that t > max(N(h), 0) the direct 
limit system maps 
fF(k;,~(x’; E)) 3 P(k;,‘(xt+l; E)) 
are isomovphisms. Hence, fey t > N(h) the map 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We may reduce to the case k = 0: we need only note the 
identification k’,l.(xt; E) = KO’(xt; E(h)), the fact that X(h) + E(h) + 0 
is a resolution of E(h) of the same type that .K was of E, and that 
R(d + h) occurs in .X(/I) if and only if R(d) occurs in 2”. 
Now assume h = 0. We use induction on the length of X. If .Y” has 
length 0, then E is a direct sum of copies of R(d), d varying, and we may 
assume without loss of generality that E = R(d). Then .Q ,..., J,~ is an 
E-sequence, so that H’(K,,‘(xl; E)) = 0, i + n + I, for all t > I, while 
H”+‘&‘(xt; E)) = [R(d)/(x()‘,..., z,,*) R(LiqfD , 
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which may be identified with the free B-module H, on those monomials 
in x0, ..., s,{ of degree d + tD such that all exponents which occur are 
less than t. Then the map from H, to H,, r that corresponds to the direct 
limit system map is multiplication by x0 ... x,, , and it will be bijectivc 
if t is so large that whenever 21 is a generating monomial for II,.-, every xj 
must occur in U. But if xj does not occur in II and each exponent is at 
most 1, we have deg u < t(D - d,), so that II, + H, r will be bijective 
if t is so large that for every j, t(D - dj) < d f (t i-- l)D, i.e., 
tD - td” .: d + tD + D or t I> (I!d*)( ---d - D), as \YC wish4 to 
ShO-\V. 
If 3’ has positive length we can rewrite .Y -+ E --f 0 as .%’ - F0 + 
E ---f 0 instead, where F0 is a direct sum of copies of R(d), X” is shorter 
than S”, and the maps have degree 0. There will exist two exact sequences: 
‘rhe set of d such that R(d) occurs in .I“’ (respectively, FO) is smaller than 
the set for .A’-, so that by the induction hypothesis (respectively, the 
length 0 case) the result holds for E’ (respectively, F,). But then it holds 
for E as iyell, by virtue of an examination of the following map of long 
exact sequences: 
.-* fqk’yxt; E’)) + fl’(k’,‘(xt;FJ) + H’(l;,.(x’; E)) - .‘. 
(TheF(, terms are 0, i # II + I, and all the vertical arrows for the E’ and 
F,, terms are isomorphisms for t as prescribed.) Q.E.D. 
COI~OLLAKT (TO THE PROOF). -rf R = B[s,, ,..., x,,] as aborv tlm 
N:;@(d)) is B-f, _ f . IPP 01 eeery d. In fact, [II;kTj(R(d))],l, is B-free for 
eve17’ tl, d’. 
Aoyf. Referring back to the proof, we simply observe that 
[fI;f;;(R(d))],, -.L- [Hg$R(d + d’)],, was shown to be equal to H, for 
sufficiently large t (case where .;Y has length 0), where fI, is the free 
&‘-module on certain monomials. Q.E.D. 
~KOPOSITION 3.2. Let A be a nToether.ian domain and R a special 
gr-aded A-al<gebra with irreleaant ideal P. Let f = f(, ,..., f,, be form sucl~ 
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that rad((f)R) = P. Let E be an R-module of finite type. Let d” = 
min,(deg fi}. Then th ere exist an integer q and an element a E A ~ (0) such 
that for every A,-algebra B, for all i, for all integers h, and for all positive 
integers t > (I/d*)(q - h) the direct limit system maps 
w(k;,.((l @ fy; B @A, E,)) - W(k’,‘(l 0 f)‘+l; B @A, K)) 
and hence also the maps 
are isomorphisms. 
Proof. Let x0 ,..., x,~ be indeterminates and grade the polynomial ring 
R’ = A[xv, ,..., xn] so that R,’ = A and deg xi = deg fi for each i. Then 
there is a unique degree-preserving A-homomorphism R’ + R that 
takes xi to fi for each i. Since rad((f)R) = P, all forms of R of sufficiently 
high degree, say degree at least 6, are in (f)R, and it follows that a (finite) 
A-module basis for the forms of degree less than 6 will generate R as an 
R’-module. Thus, E becomes a finitely generated graded R’-module and 
for all i, h, t, a, B: 
fW-G‘((l 63 V; B @A, Ed over R 
g H’(&‘( 1 @ x)l; B @I.~, E,)) over R’ 
in a natural way that commutes with the direct limit system structures. 
It follows that there is no loss of generality in assuming that R m= R’ is 
a polynomial ring. 
Now, just as in the proof of [7, Proposition 9.11, we can localize at a 
suitable a E A - {O} so that E, will be A,,-free, R, will be A,-free, and E, 
will have a finite resolution X0 by finite direct sums of copies of R,(d), 
d varying, and degree 0 maps. This resolution breaks up into short exact 
sequences of A,,-flat modules, and hence remains a resolution (of 
B aaa EJ after tensoring with any A,-algebra B. The set of d such that 
(B ga, R,)(d) occurs is the same as the set of d such that R,(d) occurs in 
Jr, . The result now follows at once from Lemma 3.1 if we let q = 
--D + max(-d: R,(d) occurs in .Fs), where D = z:i deg fi . Q.E.D. 
We next recall the results of [7, Sect. 81, a generalization of generic 
flatness that we will need later. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A be a Noethevian domain., R be an A-algebra of 
$nite type, S be an R-algebra of finite type, E be an S-module of finite type, 
111 be an R-submodule of E ofJinite type, and N be an A-sjtbmodule of E of 
jinite type. Let I/t’ be the ,4-module E/(&I + N). Then: 
(a) There exists a E A - (0) such that WC, is A,-free. 
(b) Let K, be the fmcti0T-l field of -4. If k’,d @ 1 IV ; 0 then there 
exists a E .I ~- (0;. sach that W’,, -2 0. 
(c) I’ ec E kV and A4w h A (i.e., 1 :Lj w .,:- 0 in K., ~.g,~ IV), the,1 
there exists a E ,4 - {O> such that for every i4,-algebra B # 0 the image 
of 1 c~ zc in B I,#,~ IV (g B c%J,~, WC,) is 7lot zero (in fact, such that for 
eves?* A4,,-nigtbm B, B --f B @A U’ via b --f b ~2 w is injectire). 
'PHEOKEM 3.4. Let A be a Noetherian domain with fr.actioll field K, , 
let R be u special graded A-algebra with irrelevant ideal P, let E be a 
graded R-module of$nite type, and let tl ~-= dim K,4 iz),4 E. Then these is a 
nonzeso element a E A such that 
(a) fCc,(E,) and I$,,(&,) ar’e A,,-free, HL,>(E,,) -= 0 for i > d, aud 
all the HL”(E,,) are A,-projective, and 
(b) For every A,,-algebru B, the natural map 
is a?i isomol.phism. 
Before proving this result, vve observe: 
LEMMA 3.5. Let E be a graded torsion-free module of fi?lite type over a 
graded domairz R. Then there exists a degree 0 embedding E 4 F of E into 
a graded free R-module F of $nite type such that some nonzero element of R 
kills F.IE. 
Proof. Let I, be the fraction field of R. Then L OR E z L’, E + 
L \‘)R E is injective, and the image of E spans. I,et e, ,..., e, be forms of E 
that are a basis in L OR E. Cboo~c forms f1 ,..., f,,, of E that span E as an 
R-module. Then each fi can be written uniquely: (*)f; z xj Xijej where 
the Xii are in L. Moreover, each Xij is the ratio of two forms of R. (Multiply 
(*) by a common denominator 6 for the Xij , so that Sfi = xi (hijS) ej . 
Choose t, such that [S],I Q 0. Let t = t, + deg fi . Let Izj = t - deg ej . 
Then [S],,fi = Cj[XijS],,,ej , and Xij = chijS],,/[S],, .) Hence, \~e can 
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choose a form A that is a common denominator for all the Aij , and it 
follows that we have embedded E in the graded R-free submodule F of 
L OR E spanned by the elements (I /O) ej . Evidently, d kills F/E. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We first show that (b) follows from (a). On 
several (but finitely many) occasions throughout the proof we shall 
replace A, R, E, etc., by A, , R, , E,, , etc., for a suitable CI E A - (01, 
without changing notation. 
Let fO ,..., fn be generators of P and let .X = K’(f”; E). A typical term 
is a direct sum of terms of the form E, , where f is a product of some of 
the fi . EI is of finite type over R2,. Hence, we can localize so that X 
becomes A-free (by Proposition 3.3) and, given (a), so that its coho- 
mology becomes A-projective (its cohomology is H;(E)). Then, for any 
A-algebra B, B @,4 H’(S) ---f H.(B BA ~$7) is an isomorphism. But 
we have a commutative diagram: 
in which the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. Thus, (b) follows from (a). 
It remains to prove (a). We first show that we may assume that R is a 
polynomial ring in d = dim KA @.4 E variables over A. Choose forms 
fi ,..., fd in P whose images in KA @A (R/I), where I = Ann, E, are a 
homogeneous system of parameters. Then for some positive integer t: 
P’ + (.fi ,...,fJ R +M(fi ,..-,f,l) R -L 4 
is A-torsion, and we can localize at a suitable a E A - (0) and assume 
that it is 0, by Proposition 3.3, i.e., we can assume Pt C (fi ,..., fd)R + I. 
(Because of a previous localization, E is A-free. Thus, we also have 
I C P.) Let x1 ,. . ., x,! denote the images of fi ,...,fil in R/I. Then 
rad((x, ,..., xJ(R/I)) = P/I. M oreover, E is of finite type over R’ =: 
4x1 ,..., q], the xi are algebraically independent over A (or else we 
would have dim KA @A E < d), and, if P’ = (xi ,..., xd)R’ then 
R -++ R/I induces an isomorphism H,‘(,E) g H;,,(R,,E), and R’ I-+ R/I 
together with the fact that rad((x, ,..., x,)(R/I)) = P/I induces an 
isomorphism H;,,(,,,E) g H;&,E). 
Hence, from now on we assume that R is a polynomial ring in 
d = dim(K, @.4 E) variables xi ,..., xd over A, and P = (x1 ,..., s,)R. 
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Then Hpi(E) = 0 for i > d is evident. Moreover H,O(E) is of finite type 
as an A-module, and so we can always localize so as to make it A-free. 
We now prove by induction on d that H,“(E) becomes A-free after 
we localize at a suitable a E A - :O}. The case d = 0 has already been 
handled. Let us assume d > 0 and let E, be the torsion submodule of E. 
We have an exact sequence 0-t E,+ E+ E,+O where dim(K, @., E,) < d 
and E, is torsion-free. We have already seen that (after localizing at a 
suitable a E A - (0)) we may assume that H,“(E,) = I.J,dmtl(E,) = 0, 
so that from the long exact sequence for local cohomology we have 
H,“(E) g H,“(E,). Th us, there is no loss of generality in assuming 
that E is torsion-free. By I,emma 3.5 there exists a short exact sequence 
0-h E-+F-tFIE ---f 0 of graded modules of finite type and degree 0 
maps, where F is R-free and F/E is a torsion module, so that n, = 
dim K, @A (F/E) < d. If dl = d - 1 then, by the induction hypothesis, 
we may localize so that IZlfl-‘(F/E) is A-free, while if d, < d -- 1 we 
know that we may localize so that I$;-‘(F/E) = 0, and we can also 
arrange Hpd(F/E) = 0. The graded R-free module F will bc a direct sum 
of copies of R(t), t varying, and by the corollary to the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.2, H,“(F) is A-f ree. The long exact sequence for local cohomology 
then yields 0 -+ W$-l(F/E) -+ H,“(E) -+ Hpc7(F) --t 0, which is A-split, 
and H,“(E), as an A-module, is isomorphic to f$](F/E) [D Hd7(F), and 
is A-free. 
To prove (a) in full we now use induction on v(E) I= pdkL4,LR(K,4 @ E) 
(where all tensor products are over A). If V(E) = 0 then k, @ E is free 
and, after localizing at a suitable n E A - {O], E is free over R. But then 
H,‘(E) = 0 if i F cl, while H,“(E) is A-free. Nom suppose v(E) > 0. 
Then there is a short exact sequence of graded modules of finite type 
0 + E’ --f F ---f E + 0 where F is free, and v(E’) = V(E) - I. From the 
long exact sequence for local cohomology we then have: 
(1) ITpi iu_ H;+‘(E’), 0 :< i < d - 2 
and an exact sequence 
(2) 0 + E-I;=(E) + H,“(E’) --f H,“(F) ---f Wpd(E) ---f 0 
In Case (I), by the induction hypothesis, we may localize so that 
ISi+’ becomes A-projective. In Case (2), we may localize so that the 
three modules H,“(E’), Hpd(F), Hpd(E) become A-free, and then @-l(E) 
is A-projective. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.6 is a generic form of local duality; the rest of this section 
is devoted to proving it. Although Theorem 3.6 is not used in Sections 4 
607/21/z-z 
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and 5, we have included it because it is a rather direct consequence of 
Theorem 3.4. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a Noetherian domain, let S be a polynomial 
ring A[x, ,... , x,,,] over A, graded so that S, = A while each xi has positive 
degree, let P = (x1 ,..., x,&S, let B = Hpm(S), and let E be a graded 
S-module of$nite type. Then there exists a E A - (0) such that for ezery 
An-algebra B andfor all i there is a natural commutative diagram: 
H&&B @ E,) IL(B!, h OmB&EXt;;&(B @ E, , B @ s,), B @ G,,) 
(*I 0 
t 
7 
t 
B @ Hja(E,) s B @ homS,(ExtrC-h-i(& , S,), 8,) 
in which all fouy maps are isomorphisms. (All tensor products are taken over 
A, .) Moreover, if B is Noetherian, $(B) is the map induced by the Yoneda 
pairing. 
Proof. If E, , E, , E3 are modules over a ring T we have, quite 
generally, a pairing Ext$(E,, E,) @ ExtTj(E2, E3) -+ Exti+j(E,, Ez). If J 
is an ideal of T we then have for each integer t 3 0 a pairing 
Ext/(T/j$ E) &- Exty-i(E, T) + ExtTm( T/Jt, T). If T is Noetherian 
and we take the direct limits of both sides we obtain a pairing 
HJi(E) @ Extp-i(E, T) --f H,““(T) and hence a map H,‘(E) - 
Homr(ExtFPi(E, T), H,m( T)). Th e usual local cohomology duality 
theorems assert that if T is a local Gorenstein ring of dimension m and J 
is the maximal ideal, then the map above is an isomorphism (even better, 
if T is complete as well, the pairing is perfect). 
We now construct the diagram (*). If B is Noetherian (in particular, 
if B = A,) let 4(B) be the map induced by the Yoneda pairing. For all B 
let u, T be the natural maps. This defines three of the maps if B is arbitrary 
and all of them if B is Noetherian. We shall show that for a suitable 
a E A - (0} for every A,-algebra B and for all i the maps u, T and 
id, @,4 $(A,) are isomorphisms. It follows that if B is Noetherian, then 
#(B) is also an isomorphism, since it makes the diagram commute. 
In general, there is a unique map, which we define to be 4(B), that makes 
the diagram commute, and this map must be an isomorphism. 
We already know (Theorem 3.4) that we can localize at a E A - (0) 
so that for every A,-algebra B the map u is an isomorphism. It remains 
to establish two facts: (1) That we can localize at a E A - (0) so that 
4”(4) (and hence idB 0.4, $(A,)) is an isomorphism, and (2) that we can 
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localize at a E A - (0) so that for every A,-algebra II, 7 is an isomorphism. 
We defer the rest of the argument until we have proved some necessary 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be Noetherian domaitz and S a special graded 
A-algebra. Let G be an S-modzlle (not necessarily of jinite type) szzch that 
for evesy graded S-module M of jinite type there exists a E A --- [O) sztch 
tlzat (M OS n), is A,-projective. 
Then for every gyaded S-modzlle M of$nite type there exists a E A - {O; 
szzch that hom,(M, 8), ( u, zzc z 9 1 is isonzovphic to honl,a(Mcg , 8,)) is A,- 
projectire atzd for everJ1 A,,-algebra B the natural map 
R @ homs,(M,, , G,J - hom,,,,JB 0 M, , B 0 G’,) 
is an isomorphism. (All tensor products are taken over A,, .) 
Proof. Recall that if M is a finitely presented and 6 an arbitrary 
module over a ring S and T is a flat S-algebra, then the natural map 
T OS hom,(M, 6) --f hom,(T OS M, T OS 6) is an isomorphism. (This 
explains the isomorphism hom,(M, e), E homS,(Mn , a,).) We mimic 
the proof of this result. Choose an exact sequence 
G,:GG,4b0 (3.1) 
where the Gi are graded and S-free of finite type, and the maps have 
degree 0. Localize at a E A - (0) so that all these modules are A-free. 
(We will repeatedly localize at elements of A without changing notation.) 
Let M, = Coker hom,(a, S), so that hom(G, , S) -+ hom(G, , S) + 
n/r, + 0 is exact. Localize at a E A - (0) so that M1 OS G and 8 = 
S OS G” become A-projective. Then the conclusion of the lemma will 
hold. To see this, first note that we have an exact sequence 
0 ---f homs(M, c) ---f hom,(G, , 8) 5 hom,(G, ,6) + c: ---f 0 (3.2) 
where U is simply defined to be Coker ,8 and /3 = hom,(a, 8). Since Gj 
is S-free of finite type, j = 0, 1, we may identify hom,(Gj , 8) z 
hom,(Gj, S) OS 8 and then ,6 becomes identified with hom,(a, S) OS id8 . 
By the right exactness of tensor, I! E MI OS 6, and hence U is A- 
projective. Hom,(Gj , &), j = 0, 1, will be a direct sum of copies of 8 
and hence A-projective as well. But then hom,(M, 6) is A-projective too, 
as required. 
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Now let B be any A-algebra. The first row of the commutative diagram 
below is exact since it results from applying B mA to (3.2) (the 
modules in (3.2) are A-projectieve), while the second row is exact 
because it results from applying B @.* to (3.1) and then applying 
horn,& , B @ 8) (all t ensor products are taken over A here), which is 
left exact. 
0 -+ B @ homs(M, L ) ---j B @ homs(G, , C;) ---+ B@homs(G,,L) 
1 
Y 
1 
70 
1 
71 
0 --f hom,os(B@MJ3@&) --f homB~@@G,,B@b) ---f homB&B@G1,B@c’) 
y0 , yr are isomorphisms because G, , G, are S-free of finite type, and, 
hence, y is an isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let A be a Noetherian domain and S a special graded 
A-algebra. Let k’, be the fraction field of A and let ~1 = dim K, @,, S. 
Let E be a graded S-module of finite type, and let 8 = H,7’1(E), where P 
is the irrelevant ideal of S. Then for every graded S-module M of finite type, 
there exists a E A - (0) such that (M OS Q is A,-free. 
Hence, for every graded S-module M of finite type there exists a E A - {O> 
such that hom,(M, ~5)~ is A,-projective and for every A,-algebra B, 
B @ hom,:(M, , ti;J + Hom,os,(B @ Ma , B @ C& is an isomorphism. 
(All tensor products are taken over A, .) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 it suffices to prove the statement in the first 
paragraph. After localizing at a suitable a E A - (0) we may choose m 
forms f = fi ,..., f,,, of P such that P = rad((f)S). Let .f = K.(f”; S), 
which is a complex of length m. Then M OS G g M OS II,‘“(E) G 
M OS H”‘( E OS X) E (by the right exactness of 0) H”‘( M OS E OS Y) g 
Hp7rL(M OS E). By Theorem 3.4 we can choose a E A - {O} such that 
(H,“(M OS E)), g (M OS S), is A,-free, since dim K, @A (M OS E) < 
dim kfA @A S = no. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let A be a Noetherian domain, let S be an A-algebra of 
finite type, let E,F be S-modules ofji ni e y t t p e, and let i be a given integer. 
Then there is an a E A - (0) such that for every Am-algebra B the natural 
map B @ Extia(E, , F,) --t Extios,(B @ E, , B @ F,) is an isomorphism. 
(The tensor products are taken over A, .) 
Proof. Recall that if E has a left resolution by finitely generated 
projectives and F is arbitrary, then for any flat S-algebra T the natural 
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map T as ExtSi(E, 4’) --t Ext,‘(l’ OS E, T @&. 2;) is an isomorphism. 
(Thus, in the present situation, Extia(E, ,F,) s S, OS ExtSi(E,F) s 
A, @A EstSi(E,F).) F$: e mimic the proof of this result. Choose a resolu- 
tion of E: 
where the Gj are S-modules of finite type and Gj is S-free, 0 < j < 
i + 1. Let Y be the comples 
By Proposition 3.3, we can localize at a E A - {O} (we will not change 
notation, however) so that all the modules and homology modules of 
9 are A-free (actually, the only nonzero homology is H,,(g) G E), and 
also so much that all the modules and cohomology modules of hom,(9, F) 
are A-free. Then for any A-algebra B, B @A 9 is a resolution of the same 
sort for B @A E over U @A S, and ExtB ,.l,(B @.d E, B @JA F) s 
H’(bom,, ,(B On 9, B @.A F)) while 
B @,., I:stsz(L;,F) c B fL;>.4 H’(h oms(9, 8’)) g. IIi(B fz:A hom,(V, F)). 
But the natural map of complexes 
is an isomorphism in the i - 1, i, i + 1 places, because G,-r , Gi , G,+l 
are S-free of finite type, so that the ith cohomology modules of the two 
complexes are isomorphic, as required. Q.E.D. 
I,ERIMA 3.10. Let L4 be any Noetherian r&g and let F’ _tB F ---tl F” 
be n sequence Y of A-modules of the jrtite type with x/I = 0. Thert the 
followir2,o two conditions are equivalent. 
(1) For eve1.y =2-module IV, M @.4 9 is exact. 
(2) For every zero-du~iensional local Gorenstein ,4-algebra B 
module-@&e ovey a local ring of A, B @,A .Y is exact. 
Proof. Evidently, (1) 5~ (2). N ow assume (2). By a direct limit 
argument, we need only consider the case where M is of finite type 
over A. Let ‘gA(M) be the (module-finite) A-algebra A @ nil with the 
multiplication (a @ m)(a’ @ ~2’) = aa’ @ (am’ + a’m). Clearly, it will 
suffice to show that Z9,4(M) B/t 9’ is exact. Assume it is not. Then it will 
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also fail to be exact after we localize at a suitable prime P of A. Thus, we 
need only consider the case where (A, P) is local and iU is a local module- 
finite extension algebra C of A such that dim C/PC = 0. 
But if C @A Y has homology, for sufficiently large t, (C/P”C) @A Y z 
(A/Pt) orl (C @,4 9) will also have homology. (Write D’ ++’ D --tfi’ D” 
for C @&, 9. If do D is such that /3’(d) = 0 but d $ a’(U), we can 
choose t so that the image of d in O/a’(U) is not in P’(D/ol’(D’)).) 
Thus, we have reduced to the case where iVl = C is a zero-dimensional 
local ring module-finite over the local ring A. Let I’ be the injective hull 
over C of the residue class field of C (i.e., in this situation, the canonical 
or Gorenstein module for C), which is a C-module of finite type. Then 
B=22’,(V)=C@V’ IS a zero-dimensional Gorenstein ring (see [l 1]), 
module-finite over A. Since B = C @ Y as A-modules, we can conclude 
from the fact that B BA Y is exact (given by (2)) that C @A Y is exact. 
Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to return to and complete.the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
By Theorem 3.4, we can localize at a E A - {O> so that v is an isomorphism 
for all B. By Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 we can localize so that for all B the map 
T is an isomorphism. It follows that for all Noctherian B, #(B) s 
id8 @.4 #(A) (we will not change our notation for A, even though we 
have localized). If B is zero-dimensional local Gorenstein, we know from 
the usual local cohomology duality theorems that #(B) is an isomorphism. 
(B QA S = B[x i ,..., x,,,] is Gorenstein of dimension m if we localize 
at the unique prime containing (x1 ,..., x,,~); on the other hand, every 
element of HL,,(B @ E), of B @ 8, and hence of hom,Fs(Ext$&(B @ E, 
B @ S), B @ 8) is killed by a power of (xi ,..., x,,,), so that localizing 
at the unique prime (maximal) ideal containing (pi ,..., x,,,) has no effect.) 
Hence, ids @A #(A) is an isomorphism for all zero-dimensional 
Gorenstein local A-algebras B. Since $(A) is a homomorphism of graded 
modules whose graded pieces are of finite type over A, it follows from 
Lemma 3.10 that idB @ $(A) is an isomorphism for every A-algebra B. 
Q.E.D. for Theorem 3.6. 
Remarks. We can certainly pursue generic local duality further. 
Instead of assuming that 5’ is a polynomial ring over A, we need only 
suppose that S is a special graded algebra over a Noetherian domain 
with fraction field K, such that K, @,4 S is Gorenstein (respectively, 
Cohen-Macaulay). Represent S as T/j, where T is a polynomial ring 
as in Theorem 3.6 and J is a homogeneous ideal. Let m = dim KA BA S 
and n = dim K, @A T. Let Q = S (respectively, Sz = ExtT-“(S, T)). 
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Let & = hom,(S, H,“(T)), ,h w ere 9 is the irrelevant ideal of T. Let P 
be the irrelevant ideal of S. Note that if we replace A by A, for a suitable 
a E A - (0) and tensor throughout by A, (although without changing 
notation), we can arrange that Ext;lem(Q, T) z S (they become isomor- 
phic if we tensor with KA). By generic local duality over 2” (Theorem 3.6) 
after suitabIe localization we have 
HP(Q) g Hall(&) z homr(EstF-‘“(Q, T), Nd( 2”)) E homr(S, H,” (I”)) g G’. 
But then Q G HP”‘(Q) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.8. With these 
remarks in hand it is not difficult to show (along the lines of the proof of 
Theorem 3.6) that for each given graded S-module E of finite type there 
is an a E A -- (0) such that for each -$,-algebra B there is a natural 
commutative diagram of isomorphisms (in which all tensor products are 
taken over A,): 
4. CHARACTERISTIC 0 RESULTS 
Let A be a Noetherian domain of characteristic 0. In the definitions 
that follow one may omit, independently, either the words in braces ( ) 
(yielding the appropriate definitions for the nonrelative case), the words in 
brackets [ ] (yielding the appropriate definitions for the nongraded case), 
or the words in parentheses ( ) (yielding the appropriate definitions for 
the case in which the fields K are not required to be perfect). 
Let R be a [special graded] A-algebra of finite type with A ----f R 
injective. We shall say that a homomorphism A -+ K, where K is a 
(perfect) field of characteristic p > 0, defines a (perfect) [graded] 
F-pure fiber R,, = K @A R (relative to the [graded] R-module Ml if for 
every [graded] R-module E {respectively, for E = M> and every positive 
integer e the map (*) E, -+ E,< @JR "R, is injective, where E, =: K BA E. 
We say that an algebra R as abbve is of (relative) (perfect) [graded] 
F-pure type if for each a E A ~ (01 [and every [graded] R-module M of 
finite type} there is a homomorphism p: A --f K, where K is a (perfect) 
field of characteristic p > 0, such that p(u) + 0 and p defines a (perfect) 
[graded] F-pure fiber R, (relative to M>. 
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If R is an algebra of a certain type and A -+ K is an injection of A into 
a field K of characteristic 0, we say that K @A R has a presentation of 
that type. 
Remark 4.1. We want to prove analogues of Proposition 2.4 and 
Theorem 1.1(a) and (b) [(c) d oes not make sense] over a field of charac- 
teristic 0. Thus, we are primarily interested in the graded case of the 
above definitions. For the purpose of proving an analogue of Proposi- 
tion 2.4 (Proposition 4.7) the weakest notion under consideration, namely, 
“having a presentation of relative, graded F-pure type,” suffices. One 
might expect then that when we add the requirement “perfect” in 
Theorem 4.8 we should be able to obtain the full conclusion of Theorem 
1.1(a) and (b); h owever, we have only been able to prove part (b) for 
i < r (not i = r) with this hypothesis. We get the full conclusion of 
parts (a) and (b), h owever, if we impose the hypothesis of “having a 
presentation of perfect graded F-pure type.” We do have interesting 
classes of examples that satisfy this (absolute) condition, and classes that 
we only know to satisfy the relative condition. 
An important observation is that a variant of the property of having 
a presentation of relative (perfect) F-pure type is preserved in passing to 
a ring of invariants of a linearly reductive linear algebraic group (cf. 
Theorems 5.25 and 5.26). This is really a key point in the proofs of [7], 
but the situation there was simpler in many ways and it was not neces- 
sary to pursue this point of view. However, this fact forms a good deal 
of our motivation here. 
Note that somewhat weaker conditions would suffice as hypotheses 
for some of our results, but the statements would become more technical. 
The notions we have introduced are a compromise: They are only as 
technical as necessary to cover the interesting classes of examples about 
which we know. 
Remark 4.2. In our definitions, it would have been unnecessarily 
strong to assume that the primes {ker ~1 corresponding to good fibers of 
a given sort contain a dense open set (we assumed, in effect, that they 
are dense), for, on the one hand, we only need the weaker hypothesis 
to get the proofs to work, while, on the other hand, in some of our 
examples in Section 5 these primes are dense but do not contain a dense 
open set. 
Remark 4.3. Note that if an A-algebra R satisfies one of our 
“{relative} (perfect) [graded] F-pure type” conditions, then for each 
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a E A - {0), the A,-algebra R, does as well. This is the significance of 
being able to choose p such that ~(a) + 0 for a given n E A - (0). Thus, 
we are free to localize at one and, hence, finitely many nonzero elements 
of ,4. 
Remark 4.4. In the definition of relative (perfect) [graded] F-pure 
type we specified that we be able to get (*) to be injective for a given 
[graded] module 111 of finite type. We could just as well have allowed 
finitely many such modules M, ,..., ill,, since we can let M = 
M, @ ... @ M7 . Moreover, we can always include R among these, 
which will imply that R,< is reduced. 
Remark 4.5. In dealing with the “perfect, etc. F-pure type” condi- 
tions it will be convenient to enlarge the field K. We want to claim that if K 
is perfect, A -+ K defines a [relative) F-pure fiber, and K C+ h, where h 
is any overfield, then A -+ X also yields a (relative) F-pure fiber. This 
follows from: 
LEMMA 4.6. Let K C h be fields o;f positive characteristic p, and suppose 
that h is separable over K. Let R be a K-algebra and E an R-module. Let h 
denote tke resuh of applying @k h. Tken 
is injecthe. 
Proof. We may identify “(R 6JK h) with “R @,K ‘X and then 
(E OK A) ORBKl\ ‘(R OK A) with 
where k’ is the eK-vector space E OK “R. The lemma then asserts that the 
K-hear map E + V is injective if and only if the induced map 
R@,X+V&, eX is injective. The “if” part is trivial, even without 
separability, since the maps E -+ E oh. A, I/ ---f I’ oc, “h are injective. 
Now suppose E -+ k’ is injective. Then E Ox h + I’ 0x X is injective, 
and it will suffice to show that I7 OK X + V &, ph is injective. Since I7 
is a direct sum, over ‘K, of copies of ‘K it suffices to show that eK Oh h + ex 
is injective. In the usual field-theoretic notation eK, “h are K1lpe, xl/~~c, 
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respectively, and the injectivity of ‘K @,< x + ex is the usual “linear 
disjointness” characterization of separability. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to state and prove characteristic 0 analogues of the 
results of Section 2. We first prove an analogue of Proposition 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let K be a field of characteristic 0, and let R be a 
special graded K-algebra with irrelevant ideal P. Suppose that R has a 
presentation of relative graded F-pure type. The71 
(a) [H,i(R)]. = 0 ;f n 3 1. 
(b) If Hpi(R) has finite length then H,‘(R) = [H,‘(R)], , i.e., 
[Hpi(R)], = 0 if M # 0. 
Proof. Let A be a Noetherian domain, R, be a special graded 
A-algebra of relative graded F-pure type, and A c+ K be a homomor- 
phism such that R z K a,, R, as graded algebras. We fix an integer 
n # 0 (taking n > 0 when proving (a)). 
In the course of the argument we localize several (but finitely many) 
times at eIements a E A - (01, ultimately replacing A by a finite iocaliza- 
tion with very good properties. However, we will not change notation 
as we do this, but simply continue to denote the base ring by A, etc. 
We keep track, by means of a Roman numeral numbered list, of what we 
may assume after these localizations. Each property is of the sort that is 
preserved by further localization. 
We use JVB for B @.d W., or B @,, W, where W., or Wis an A-module 
or A-algebra. 
Let f denote a finite set of forms of R, that generate P, = C @d,1 [R,],,. 
We now apply Proposition 3.2 with R = R, , E = R,., . Thus, after 
replacing A (R, , etc.) by suitable localizations (at an element a E A - (0)) 
we may assume: 
(i) There is an integer q such that for every A-algebra B, for all i, 
for all h, and for all positive integers t > (l/d*)(q - h) (where d* = 
min{degf : f E f}), the direct limit system maps 
zP(K,‘(l Q fL; RB)) * W(K,~(l @ ft+l; RB)) 
and hence also the maps 
fqG.(l 0 f? &t)) - [ff~BK3)lh 
are isomorphisms. 
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Note that sup{(l/d*)(g/m - n): m > l} is (l/d*)(q - n) if q 3 0 and 
is -n/d* if q < 0. Hence, regardless of what q is we may choose and fix 
an integer t,, 2 1 such that for every positive integer m, mt, > 
(l/d*)(q - mn). 
By Proposition 3.3 (or the usual form of generic flatness) we can localize 
at a E A - 10) so that: 
(ii) R, is A-free and all the cohomology modules H.(K’(f’o; RA)) 
are A-free. 
It then follows that for every A-algebra B, 
NjK’(l @ ft”; RB)) z B @)A W(K(ftu; R/J). 
If we let m = 1, h = n in (i) we see that for any A-algebra B we have 
a chain of isomorphisms: 
s [Ni(K(l @ f ty RB))ln gg [B @)A Hi(K.(ft”; KA))In 
Of course, even without Theorem 3.4 we can localize so that [HEA(R, 
[Hi(K’(ffo; RA))ITL is A-f ree, since it is an A-module of finite type. Hence, 
we may assume: 
(iii) [HiA(RA)IrL z A’ is free of finite rank 1’. 
Then all the B-modules in the preceding chain of isomorphisms arc 
isomorphic to Br. Since R E R, , [HPi(R)],, E K’. Hence, to prove that 
[H/(R)], = 0, ‘t 1 will suffice to show that [HiB(RB)lIg g B’ is zero for 
a suitable choice of B # 0. 
In proving case (b) of the proposition, where it was assumed that 
E-l,<(R) has finite length, i.e., is a finite-dimensional K-vector space, we 
make one more localization. By Theorem 3.4 we may assume 
(iv) H:A(RA) is A-projective and for every A-algebra B, HzB(R,) g 
B @A f&V?& 
Since Hpi(R) E HjK(R,) E K @A Hk,(R,) has finite length, we can 
choose an integer m ,, 3 I such that [NbK(RK)]lll = 0 if 1 m 1 3 nz, . But 
then for I m I >, m. , CHitlWI,,, is a projective of rank 0 over the domain 
A, i.e., is 0, and hence it follows from (iv) that there is an integer m, 
such if 1 m 1 > m. , [H:B(RB)],,, = 0 for every A-algebra B. 
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Now let E, be the R,-module 
C’&r(Ki-‘(fto; RA) ---f Ki(fto; RA)). 
By the right exactness of tensor, for every A-algebra B we have 
Coker(Kivl(l @ f*o; RB) + I?(1 @ ffo; RB)) z B @A EA = EB. 
We can now apply the definition of “relative, graded F-pure type” 
with M = E, and choose a homomorphism p: A --t K such that 
is injective for every positive integer e, where K is a field of positive 
characteristic p. 
We are finally in a position to mimic the proof of our original Proposi- 
tion 2.4, although, evidently, the argument here is much more delicate. 
If n > 0 we can choose e so large that if m = p” then 
while if n < 0 and we are in case (b) we can still choose e so large that (*) 
holds for m = p”, by the discussion following condition (iv). By our 
previous remarks, it will suffice to show that [HjK(R,)], = 0. But this 
will follow at once if we can show that in the commutative diagram: 
Hi(K;,(I @ fnlfo; R,<)) y,, [H;JRJmn = 0 
II 
t 
F' 
t 
ill = pe 
Hi&J1 @ fro; R,)) -:(1 W~,JR)I n 
the map (y. is injective while the maps yi , yna are isomorphisms. 
The map 01 is induced by applying OR, “R, to K’(1 @ flo; R,() and 
then taking appropriate graded pieces. Now, 
is injective, and E, is precisely that cokernel in the Koszul complex 
with which we need to deal in order to conclude, from Lemma 2. I“, 
that 01 is in.jective. 
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Thus, the argument will be complete if we can show that yj is an 
isomorphism, j = m, 1. But, by property (i), all we need for yj to be an 
isomorpbism is that 
jto 3 (l,!dfj(q - jn), 
and this was guaranteed for all positive integers ,j by our choice of t,, . 
Q.E.D. 
We are now ready for our main characteristic 0 result. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let K be a field of characteristic 0, arid let R be a 
special graded K-algebra with irrelevant ideal P. Suppose that Rs is 
Cohelz-Macaulay if 9 f P (cf. Remark 1.2) and the minimal psimes of R 
have equal coheight I’ + I, I’ )- 0. 
Finally, suppose that R has a presentation qf relative perfect graded 
F-pure tjlpe. Then: 
(a) [H,‘(R)],, = 0 if d > 0, and if d < 0 and 0 < i < I’. (It 
follows that H,‘(R) g Hipl(X, lox), 2 -< i < r, where (S, C,Y) = proj R.) 
(b) If f == f0 ,..., f,, is ally set of forms s~-h that f’ = rad((f)R), 
then.for 0 < i -< I’ -- 1, 
Ii,‘(R) gg [H’(K.(f; R)lO. 
In other words, it is not necessary to take a direct &nit! 
Moreover, if R has a presetltation of perfect graded F-pure type, then 
this result holds for i = I+, as well. 
Proqf. Part (a) f 11 o ows from Proposition 4.7, just as, in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1, part (a) followed from Proposition 2.4. 
Thus, all we need to show is that for a given (henceforth, fixed) positive 
integer t, the map 
N~(K,I~(f; R)) -+ Hi(&‘(f’; Rj) 
is bijective. 
(In what follows, the parenthetical comments apply to the case 
where R has a presentation of perfect graded F-pure type, not merely 
a relative one.) 
Choose a Noetherian subdomain A C+ K and a special graded 
,4-algebra R, of relative perfect graded F-pure type (respectively, of 
perfect graded F-pure type) such that R E K @.l R 1 as graded algebras. 
We shall write W, for B BA Lv,, or R @,A JY, where Iv,, or W is an 
A-module or A-algebra. 
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We shall localize successively at finitely many elements of A (and of an 
auxiliary domain A’, later on) without changing notation. We keep track 
of what we may assume after these localizations by a Roman numeral 
numbered list. 
First, by Proposition 3.3 we may localize at a E A ~ (0) so that: 
(9 RA is A-free, 
If A C A’ C K, A’ @A R, ---f K @A R, is then injective, and we may 
regard 
R = RK =k’@jARA = &l@,R,, 
A’ 
where A’ runs through the A-subalgebras of K of finite type over A. 
Hence, we can choose A’, A C A’ C K, where A’ is of finite type over A 
and f C A’ @A R,(C R). This A’ will be fixed, except for localization 
at a finite number of elements of A’ - {0}, for the rest of the argument. 
(We could also refer ahead to Lemma 5.27, and assume A’ = A.) By 
Proposition 3.3 we can assume, after localizing at an element of A’ - CO), 
that 
(ii) The modules and cohomology modules of the complexes 
I(,‘(f; RA,), k-,‘(f’; RA’) ( recall that t is fixed), and for each i of 
0 ++ H’(K.(f; RA,)) +‘F Hi(K’(fl; RAT)) + 0 are A’-free. 
It follows that for every A’-algebra B, the natural maps 
B @A, H’(Ko.(f’; RA,)) + W(K,‘(l @A’ F; RB)), j== I,t 
are isomorphisms, and that the question of whether id, @A) [qlo is an 
isomorphism, which is what we wish to prove, is independent of the 
(nonzero) A’-algebra B, i.e., to show that idK @A~ [~]a is an isomorphism, 
it will suffice to show this for a single suitably chosen A’-algebra, B f 0. 
Since Pk. = rad((f) RK) ( o course, PK = P and R, = RR), it follows f 
that, after localizing at a suitable element of A’ - (01, 
(iii) PA3 = rad((f) RA,) 
and hence for every reduced A’-algebra B, P, = rad((f) RJ. 
All the remaining localizing will be at elements of A - (0). This is 
worth mentioning because (iv) below is not preserved by localizing at an 
element of A’. 
By [9, (14.4) p. 4.51, we can localize at a E A - (0} so that 
(iv) A’ is module-finite over a polynomial ring over A. 
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Let g be a finite set of elements of R, that generates P, . By Proposi- 
tion 3.2, after localizing at a suitable element of A - (0) we can arrange: 
(v) For a certain integer t, > I, for all t’ > t, , and for every 
-4-algebra B, 
[&B(hi)I, Liz ff’(EI,‘(l @A Et’; &I)). 
By part (a) here and Theorem 3.4 we can localize so that we also have: 
(vi) For every A-algebra B, Hb&R,) == [Hf,(Rs)lo , 0 5: i < Y. 
Now let E, = R, @ (C oi Coker(K’(g’o; RA) + Ki4-‘(gto; RA))) 
(cf. Remark 4.4), which is an R,-module of finite type. 
Then we can choose p: A --f K, where K is a perfect field of charac- 
teristic p > 0 such that for every positive integer e the map idEK OR, F’ 
is injective (respectively, such that R, is F-pure). By Remark 4.5 
(Lemma 4.6) we may assume that K is algebraically closed. It then follows 
from (iv) that p extends to a homomorphism A’ --f K. We shall show that 
id, @A, [sj10 is an isomorphism which, as remarked after the statement 
of property (ii), will suffice to prove the result. 
We first observe that for every positive integer e and every i, 
is bijective. In fact, these are finite-dimensional vector spaces of the same 
dimension, since K is perfect, and it suffices to show that Fe is injective. 
Now, we have a commutative diagram: 
Here, 1, 7, are isomorphisms by condition (v), since t, , pet0 > t, . The 
maps /3, F are simply inclusions of zeroth graded pieces. The map 6 is 
injective by virtue of our choices of E, , p: A -+ K, and Lemma 2.1”. 
The map 5 is an obvious identification. Since /3 and 6 are injective, y is 
injective. Then ly is injective and so is Fe, as we wanted to show. Thus, 
Fe is bijective, 0 < i < 1’. 
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Let ,O be the irrelevant ideal in F”(R,). Note that Fe: (R, , PJ E 
(JYR,), Q). (B ecause R, is a direct summand of E, , Fe: R, + R, is 
injective.) The short exact sequence 
0 - F’(R,) -+ R, --> R,P(R,) --f 0 
yields a long exact sequence of local cohomology: 
... 2 H#“(R,,)) i, H,‘(R+,) -+ HQL(R,/Fp(R,)) % . . . . 
Then pi is bijective 0 < i < r (and if R, is F-pure, /3,+r is injective, as 
in the proof of Theorem 1. I). In fact for 0 < i < Y we have a commuta- 
tive diagram: 
NJ(P(RJ) z Hpi(R,) = [Hpi(R,Jo 
P‘! Fe1 Fe[ 
H,i(R,) g <‘lipi = ‘[H,“(R,)], 
and Fe: [Hpi(R,)], + e[Hpi(R,)], is bijective, 0 < i < Y. It follows that 
H,‘(R,/F”(R,)) = 0, 0 < i << Y (and, if R, is F-pure, for i = Y as well). 
Hence, the depth of Q on RJFe(Rk) is at least Y (respectively, 1’ + I). The 
rest of the argument is then identical with the proof of(b) in the demon- 
stration of Theorem I .1. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. We can make assertions here similar to those in the Remarks 
following the proof of Theorem 1.1 at the end of Section 2, i.e., instead 
of assuming that R is Cohen-Macaulay except at P and of pure dimension 
Y + 1, assume that for a certain integer p, ITpi has finite length, 
0 < i ,< p, while otherwise retaining the same hypotheses as in Theorem 
4.8. (In particular we may always take 
p = min{grade Rg + coht .P} - 1 
qp 
or, if R has pure dimension r + I, 
p = Y - sup {dim Rp - grade R&.) 
LQP 
Then the theorem remains valid with conclusions (a) and (b) modified to 
the following: 
(a) [Hpi(R)ld = 0 if d > 0 and if d < 0 and 0 < i < p. (It follows 
that Hii g Hi-i(X, O,Y), 2 < i < p, where (X, OX) = proj R.) 
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(b) If f = fo ,...,fn is any set of forms such that P = rad((f)li), 
thenforO<i<p-1, 
HpyR) s [Hi(K.(f; z?))]” 
In other words, it is not necessary to take a direct limit! 
Moreover, if R has a presentation of perfect graded F’-pure type, then 
this result holds for i = p as well. 
5. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
It will be simplest and easiest to list the topics we will consider here 
under seven headings. The list under each heading is a guide to the 
contents of that subsection, but the topics on the lists are not officially 
isolated in the text. 
(a) Pure subrings and pure submodules. 
General facts. 
Criteria for purity. 
The graded case. 
The local case. 
The Gorenstein case. 
(b) F-pure rings of positive characteristic p. 
The perfect case. 
‘l’he graded case. 
The Gorenstein case. 
Pure subrings of the homogeneous coordinate ring of a 
nonsingular variety. 
Products. 
(c) F-purity for the homogeneous coordinate ring of a hyper- 
surface in pAn. 
The general criterion. 
Generic behavior. 
The case of x,,~ + G(x, ,..., x,,). 
The case of x0(] + a*. + x,,~. 
Example: actions of tori. 
(d) Presentations of relative F-pure type. 
Passage to pure subrings. 
Rings of invariants of reductive groups. 
Actions of reductive groups on homogeneous coordinate rings 
of nonsingular varieties. 
607/21/z-3 
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(e) Presentations of F-pure type. 
The regular case. 
Hypersurfaces in characteristic 0 and primes in arithmetic 
progressions. 
(f) Seminormal rings generated by monomials 
Seminormality of F-pure type rings. 
Characterizations of seminormality for rings generated by 
monomials. 
F-pure type presentations for seminormal rings generated by 
monomials. 
(g) Quotients of polynomial rings by ideals generated by square- 
free monomials. 
F-purity of such rings. 
A connection with algebraic topology. 
(a) Generalities About Pure Submodules and Pure Subrings 
An exact sequence 0 + E’ --f E + E” + 0 is called pure (respectively 
E’ -+ E is called pure) if for every module M over the base ring R, 
O+E’@M+E@M-tE”@M + 0 is exact (respectively, E’ @ M --) 
E @ M is injective). Thus, E’ + E is pure if and only if it is injective and 
0 + E’ --f E 4 E/E’ --f 0 is pure. 
Since direct limits commute with tensor, in testing for purity we need 
only consider finitely presented modules M (every module is a direct 
limit of finitely presented modules). 
Let 9) be a homomorphism of free R-modules of finite rank. Let * 
denote the functor hom,( , R). Coker p and Coker F* are in an essen- 
tially symmetric relationship to each other, since p** = ‘p. Either 
Coker v or Coker 9” may be any finitely presented module. Note the 
following simple fact: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 0 + E’ + E + E” --f 0 be exact, alld let v be a 
homomorphism of ,fyee modules of finite rank. Let M = Coker cp and 
M’ = Coker y*. Then ker(M’ @ E’+ M’ @ E) s Coker(hom(M, E) ---f 
hom( M, E”)). 
Prooj.. Say ‘6: Fl ---f F0 . Let B be the complex E’ ----f E --) E”, and 
let .9 be the complex Fl + F,, + M + 0. Form the double complex 
hom(9,B). Make the natural identification hom(F; , ) z Fi* 0. By the 
right exactness of tensor, Coker(F,,* @ G -+ F,* @ G) g M’ @ G. 
Hence, rewriting hom(9, 8) and enlarging the complex by inserting 
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these cokernels, we have a double complex (Fig. 5.1 below) in which the 
rows and columns are exact. Since II is surjective and u is injective, we 
have a special case of the “snake diagram” (see [l, Chap. I, Sect. 1, Propo- 
sition 2)). Thus, there is an exact sequence: 
which induces the desired isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
0 0 0 
1 I 
hom(AJ, E’) --+ hom(M, E) -- hom(A1, E”) 
We recover at once (see [18, Proposition 3, p. 7021): 
COROLLARY 5.2. The exact sequetlce 0 --f E’ ---t E -+ E” --f 0 is pure 
;f and only if for eaery jinitely presented module 111, hom(M, E) -+ 
hom(A4, E”) is surjective. 
If E” is finitely presented, the exact sequence 0 --f E’ -+ E + E” -+ 0 
is pure if and only if it is split. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let R be a Noetherian ring which is a subring of S. 
Then R is a pure subring of S if and only if R is a direct summand, as an 
R-module, of each jinitely generated R-submodule of S which contains it. 
If S is module-jinite oz’er R, R --f S is then pure if and only if R is a 
direct summand qf S as an R-module. 
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We also note two trivial facts: 
PROPOSITION 5.4. (a) If R C S C T are rings and S is pure in T, then 
R is pure in T if and only ;f R is pure in S. 
(b) If 5’ is faithfully fEat over R, R is pure in S. 
Next, we observe the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let R C S be nonnegatively graded algebras of jinite 
type over a Noetherian ring, and suppose the inclusion preserves degrees. 
Suppose that S is module-finite over R. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) R is pure in S. 
(ii) R is a direct summand of S as an R-module. 
(iii) There is a degree-preserving R-module retraction of S onto R. 
Proof. Clearly, (iii) 3 (ii) =- (i) and we already know (i) o (ii). It 
suffices to show (ii) 3 (iii). Assume (ii). Then there is some R-module 
retraction y E hom,(S, R). The condition that q be a retraction is 
~(1) = 1. But hom,(S, R) h as a natural grading, and if 4 = [q],, we see 
that # is degree-preserving and $( 1) = I. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let R, S be special graded algebras over a field K, 
let R -+ S be a homomorphism that multiplies degrees by d, and suppose 
that S is module-fkite over R. Let P, Q be the irrelevant maximal ideals in 
R, S, respectively. Thus, Q = rad(PS), So E S, (- S 0, R,), and the 
(QSo)-adic completion of So , the Q-adic completion of S, the (PR,)-adic 
completion of So as an R,-mod&e, and the P-adic completion of S as an 
R-module may be identiJied: Denote them by So . Denote the (PR,)-adic 
completion of Rr or the P-adic completion of R by & . 
Then the following six conditions are equivalent: 
(i) R is pure in S. 
(ii) R is a direct summand of S as an R-module. 
(iii) R, is pure in S, . 
(iv) R, is a direct summand of S, as an R,-module. 
(v) 8, is pure in So . 
(vi) R, is a direct summand of So as an &-module. 
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Proof. Evidently, (i) o (ii), (iii) o (iv), (v) o (vi), since the ring 
extensions are module-finite, and it is harmless to alter the grading on R 
so that R -+ S preserves degrees. Then (ii) holds if and only if 
hom,(S/R, S) -+ hom,(S/R, S/R) is surjective, and since the modules 
are graded, the issue is unaffected by applying 0, R, . Since & is 
faithfully flat over Rp is it is further unaffected by applying BRp & . 
Moreover, since S/R is finitely presented, tensor commutes with 
horn here. Thus, (ii) o (iv) o (vi). Q.E.D. 
We next recall (see 17, Proposition 6.1 I]): 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let R ---f S be a homomorphism from u local ring 
(R, P) and let 8 be the injective hull of RIP. Then R + S is pure if and 
only if R/P is not killed under 6 -+ (5” OR S. 
Finally, we observe: 
PROPOSITION 5.8. C-nder the hypothesis of Proposition 5.6 suppose, 
moreover, that R is Gorenstein and that fi ,..., f, is a system of parameters 
consisting for forms. Let g be a form of R whose image in R/(f, ,..., f,,)R 
generates the annihilator of the irrelevant ideal P. 
Then v’: R --f S is pure if and only if for eoery positice integer t, 
d(h ~-*fn)?!T) $ (fl’a...,f,,*)s. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.6 we can replace R, S by R, , S, . We shall 
not change notation, however. By Proposition 5.7 it then suffices to show 
that 6 -+ ci OR S does not kill RIP. Since R is Gorenstein, B 2 
H,“(R) = a, R/(fi’,...,f;,‘) and R/P in G’ corresponds to the image of 
(fi ... f,l)Lplg in R/(f,‘,...,.f,,‘). The result is now obvious. Q.E.D. 
(b) F-Pure Rings of Positive Characteristic p 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let R be an algebra of finite type over a perfect 
field A’ of characteristic p >, 0. Then ‘R is module-finite over R for each 
positive integer e, and R is F-pure if and only if R is a direct summand of lR 
as an R-module. 
Proof. If Xi )... , M,,, generate R over li, the monomials x8 *.. ~2 such 
that each ti < pe span “R (= R, as a set) as an R-module. The last 
statement follows from Proposition 5.5. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 5.10. Let R be a special graded algebra over a perfect 
field K of characteristic p > 0. Then R is F-pure if and only if for every 
graded-module M ofJinite length, M --j M OR ‘R is injective. 
Let P be the irrelevant ideal of R. Then the six equivalent conditions of 
Proposition 5.4 apply to Fe: R + “R, e.g., R is F-pure ;f and only rf Rp 
(respectively, Rp) is F-pure. 
Prpof. The statement in the second paragraph is clear from Proposi- 
tions 5.9 and 5.6. Let BJU) d enote the injective hull of the module U 
over the Noetherian ring T. By Proposition 5.7 and our first remark, it 
will suffice to show that cY,~(R/P) + GRp(R/P) 0, ‘Rr is injective given 
that M -+ M OR ‘Rp is injective for graded M of finite length. But 
G,+(R/P) = u, ~?~~lrt~&R/P) = ut &R,Pt(R/P) and each of these is a 
graded module of finite length. (The grading arises thus: Write R = S/J, 
where S is a graded polynomial ring and J is homogeneous, 8,&R/P) r 
homs(RIPt, Horn(S)), h w ere ,O is the irrelevant ideal of S, m = dim S, 
and Horn(S) is graded in a natural way.) Since tensor commutes with 
direct limits, the result follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.11. Let A be a Noetherian domain and R a special 
graded A-algebra. Then R is of perfect F-pure type if and only if it is of 
perfect graded F-pure type. 
We next consider the case where R is Gorenstein. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Let R be a special graded algebra over a perfect 
field K of characteristic p > 0. Suppose that R is Gorenstein. Let fi ,..., fn 
be a homogeneous ystem of parameters for R. Then R is F-pure if and only 
if (fi vvfn>R is contracted from IR. If g is a foYm whose image module 
(fl ,..., f,)R generates the annihilator of the irrelevant ideal P in 
Rl(fi ,...> f,)R, then R is F-pure rf and only ;f 
P 4 (fi",...>fn">R. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.8, R is F-pure if and only if for every positive 
integer t, 
i.e., for every t, g* $ (fp ,... , f F)R: (fi 1.. fn)lP-pR = (fin,..., fn”), since 
fi ,..., fn is an R-sequence, by [2] or [16]. Then R is F-pure implies that 
(fi ,..., f,)R is contracted from “R, certainly, which implies that 
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P f= (fip>...,f,p)R which is equivalent to the condition that R be 
F-pure. Q.E.D. 
Of course, the fact that Theorem 1.1 might be applied to certain 
Gorenstein rings is not very interesting: All the cohomology considered 
vanishes in the Gorenstein case. Hovvever, the following result shows 
that one example of an F-pure ring leads to others, which may have 
nonzero cohomology. 
PROPOSITION 5.13. Let S be an F-pure ring of characteristic p > 0. 
Let R be a pure subring of S (e.g., a ring which is a direct summand of S as an 
R-module). Then R is F-pure. 
Proof. The diagram 
‘S 
commutes. On the left side, g, and F are pure, and so Fg, is pure. Hence, 
qF is pure (on the right side), and F: R + ‘R is pure. Q.E.D. 
We nest observe: 
PROPOSITION 5.14. If R IS a Noetherian regular ring of characteristic 
p > 0, R is F-pure. 
Proof. “R is faithfully flat in this case (see [S]). Q.E.D. 
One of the main results of [7] is that a pure subring of a regular ring 
of characteristic p > 0 is CohenMacaulay. Thus, Proposition 5.14 does 
not, in itself, lead to interesting applications of Theorem 1. I. 
However, we do have the following result: 
THEOREM 5.15. Let K be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, and 
let R be a special graded F-pure h’-algebra which is an integral domain such 
that R9 is regular for every prime ideal Y f  P of R, where P is the 
irrelevant maximal ideal of R. (See also Remark 1.2.) 
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Let S C R be a special graded K-subalgebra of R that is pure in R. Then 
Theorem 1.1 applies to S: S is F-pure and Sz is Cohen-Macaulay for every 
prime ideal 2 # Q of S, where Q is the irrelevant maximal ideal of S. 
Moreover, it is suficient to assume that the singular locus of Spec R is 
contained in V(QR). 
Proof. It is clear from Proposition 5.13 that S is F-pure. It remains 
to see that if 22 is a prime of S different from Q, then Ss is Cohen- 
Macaulay. But Sg is pure in R9 , and 2 p Q implies that Rs is regular. 
Hence, S2 is Cohen-Macaulay by the main characteristic p Theorem 
of [7]. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we note: 
PROPOSITION 5.16. Let R and S be F-pure K-algebras, where A’ is a 
perfect Jield. Then R ok. S is F-pure. If R and S are special graded F-pure 
K-algebras, then the Segre product of R and S is F-pure. 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that since R is pure in eR and S 
is pure in “S, R OK S is pure in “R al( “S. We have a commutative 
diagram: 
‘R G& ‘S e “(R @Fe(K) S) 
\V I 
and B (and therefore y) is an isomorphism if F’(K) = K. 
If R and S are graded, let g E G = GL(1, K) act on R OK S by 
multiplying elements of R, & S, bygd-‘. Then the Segre product of R 
and S is the ring of invariants T = (R @X S)G. Since G is linearly 
reductive (cf. [7, Sect. lo]), T is a direct summand of R QK S. Hence, 
Proposition 5.13 implies that T is F-pure. Q.E.D. 
c) R-Purity for the Homogeneous Coordinate Ring of a Hypersurface in PKn 
Throughout this subsection we assume that K is a perfect field of 
positive prime characteristicp. Let S be the polynomial ring K[x, ,..., xJ. 
Then PXn = proj(S). Let H be a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
d 3 1. We want to give explicit and detailed criteria for R = SIHS to be 
F-pure. Enlarging the perfect field K will not affect the issue of whether 
a K-algebra is F-pure, by Lemma 4.6. Therefore, from now on in this 
subsection we shall assume also that K is infinite. It then follows that 
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we can make a linear change of variables so that (a nonzero scalar multiple 
of) xgd occurs in N. Of course, then xgd E (H, xi ,..., x,)S. The conven- 
tions of this paragraph will remain throughout Section 5(c), although 
occasionally we restate some of them for emphasis. 
Our first result is: 
PROPOSITION 5.17. Let R = S/H be as above, and suppose xgd OCCUYS 
in H. Then R is F-pure if and only if 
.P-l)P 6 (x1”,..., s,“, H)S. 0 
Proof. R is Gorenstein, and the images of x1 ,..., x,, form a homogene- 
ous system of parameters: in fact, R/(x, ,..., x,)R z S/(H, x1 ,..., x,,) z 
K[xO]/(xod). It follows that we may apply Proposition 5.12 with g = x,“‘. 
Q.E.D. 
It is still not necessarily easy to compute what happens for a given N. 
However, we can assert: 
PROPOSITION 5.18. If deg H = d > n + 2, R is not F-pure. 
Proof. J,et (Y, 0,) = proj(R). Th en we have an exact sequence 
0 -- q-d) -5 S -- S/HS -- 0 
which yields, for every positive integer t, an exact sequence of sheaves 
0 * cJ,,(t - d) --z ccptt(t) + PJt) 4 0. 
The long exact sequence for sheaf cohomology is mostly zero and 
yields: 
0 + H+‘(Y, C,,(t)) + H”(P”, P,,,(t - d)) - H”(P”, o,,(t)) -j 0. 
PvTow, if R were F-pure we would have Hn-l( T’, OF(t)) = 0 for t > 0, 
by Proposition 2.4, and, in particular, for t = 1. But if d >, n + 2, 
Hn([FDn, &,(l - d)) + 0, while Hn(PialL, O,,(l)) = 0, a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
Let N = N(d) b e one less than the number of monomials of degree d 
in n + 1 variables. The forms of degree din S = K[x, ,..., xn] such that 
xgd occurs (with coefficient 1) are parametrized by A,“. 
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PROPOSITION 4.19. The set of K-points of AK1\’ that correspond to forms 
H such that xOd occurs with coejicient 1 and SIHS is F-pure is Zariski open. 
Proof. Let (2~) = (ui ,..., uN) be a family of indeterminates and let H 
be the form of degree din the xi in S[u] that contains x,,~ and whose other 
coefficients are the individual indeterminates ui ,..., u,,, . S[u]/(H) can be 
thought of as the free K[x, ,..., x,][u]-module with I, x,, ,..., A$-’ as free 
basis. In fact, we can divide any polynomial in S[u] by H, which is 
. . 
momc in x0 , and obtain a remainder of degree less than d in x0 . If 
we do this to x~~-I)~ we obtain a remainder which can be written 
L&m, i> mxo j where m takes on values in a finite set of monomials p 
in xi ,..., x, , 0 < j < d - 1, and each h(m, j) E K[u]. If we specialize (u) 
to a K-point of AX1’, and use * for the result of specialization, then the 
remainder when xA~-“~ is divided by H* is xF,r.j X(m, j)*mx,j. Hence, 
(cf. Proposition 5.17) if and only for some m such that all the exponents 
of xi )...) x,~ are less than p and some j, A(m, j)* # 0. It follows from 
Proposition 5.17 that the set of H* such that SIH*S is F-pure is the 
complement of the Zariski closed set: 
Q.E.D. 
This still does not give a ready supply of examples. These open sets 
might always be empty rather than dense. Indeed, they are empty for 
d > n + 2, by Proposition 5.18. The situation for d < n + 1 is quite 
interesting: To analyze it, we shall consider in detail the case where x0 
does not occur in any term of H except xod, i.e., where H has the form 
xod + G, where G E K[x, ,..., xn] is a form of degree d. 
In this case it is particularly simple to compute the remainder when 
A$,‘-‘)~ is divided by H. Let us write 
(d - I)p =-= qd -i- r, 
where 9 is an integer and 0 < r - d - 1. Then, modulo H, x$-“l-, = 
X;d+T = GqXore Recalling the proof of Proposition 5.19, we have the 
following result. 
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PROPOSITION 5.20. Let H = xgd f G, where G is a d-form of 
K[x, ,..., x,J. Let q be the largest integer < (d - l/d)p. Then SIHS is 
F-pure if and only if Gq involves some monomial in x1 ,..., x, in which all 
the exponents are less thafz p. 
To demonstrate nonemptiness of the locus of Proposition 5.19 in 
certain cases, we specialize further, the the case G = xrfz + ... + x,~. 
PROPOSITION 5.21. Let II = x;’ + .a* + .Y~~‘~. Then: 
(a) If p 5 d, S/HA’ is trot F-pure. 
(b) If d 5 n, there is an integer v which depends only on d, n such 
that if p 3 v, then S/HS is F-pure. 
(c) If d = n + 1 and n 23 2, then SjHS is F-pure if and only if 
p = 1 (module n f 1). 
Cd) If d > II + 2, SjHS is not F-pure. 
Proof. Let q be the largest integer < (d - 1 /d)p. We may apply 
Proposition 5.20 with G - = xr’r + ... + xILrl. Then G” = xp (3 xdo, 
where p runs through n-tuples of nonnegative integers (pr ,..., p,) such 
that Cj pi = q, (z) x q!/pl! *.* P,~!, and z& = xfpl -0. x$‘n. Since q < 
(d - l/d)p < $, (E) + 0 (modulo p). It follows that S/HS is F-pure if 
and only if there exist nonnegative integers pr ,..., pw such that 
Thus, the problem is to determine when can q be represented as the 
sum of n non-negative integers each of which is, at most, [(p - 1)/d], 
where [a] denotes the greatest integer < n. Clearly, a necessary and 
sufficient condition for this is that 
n[(p - I),‘d] 3 q. 
Since q is the greatest integer < (d - 1 /d) p, our condition is that S/HS 
is F-pure (where H = xOd + ... + xrld) if and only if 
1 + n[(p - l)id] > (d - I,d)p. 
Let us write p = sd + t, 0 < t < d - 1. JVe consider two cases: 
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Case (i) t > 1, and Case (ii) t = 0 (in which casep = d, sincep is prime. 
Thus, s = 1 in this case.) The above condition becomes 
1 + ns > ((d - l)/d)(sd + t) 
or 1 > ((d - l)/d)d 
which we rewrite 
Case (i) 
Case (ii) 
ns > (d - 1)s + ((d - l)/d)t - 1 Case (i) 
or 2>d Case (ii). 
In particular, Case (ii) is impossible. 
It is clear that if d > n + 2 there is no solution, which reproves Propo- 
sition 5.18 in this special case. (There was never any problem with 
assertion (d) of the proposition.) If s = 0, i.e., if p < d, then (i) becomes 
1 > ((d - l)/d)p ( p = t if s = 0), or p < 1 + l/(d - 1), a contra- 
diction since d > p 2 2. This proves (a). 
From now on we assume that s # 0 and that 1 5 t 5 d - 1. 
(Thus p > d.) We rewrite the first inequality 
n > (d - 1) + ((d - l)/d)t(l/s) - l/s. 
If d 5 n, then for fixed n, d the inequality is satisfied for all large p 
(1 /s + 0 asp + co, while t varies between 1 and d - 1). This completes 
the proof of (b). 
We finally come to the most interesting case: d = n + 1. The 
requirement becomes: 
n > n + (n/(n + 1)) t(l/s) - l/s. 
(Recall that Case (ii) has been ruled out so that I 5 t 2 d - I .) 
This simplifies to 
1 > (n&z + 1))t. 
For n 2 2, this holds precisely when t = 1. Hence, for d = n + 1, 
n 2 2, S/HS is F-pure if and only if p = 1 (modulo n. + I). (Observe 
that p > d = n + 1 holds automatically in this case.) This proves (c). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.22. Assume n 2 2. The Zariski open set of K-points 
of A” that correspond to forms H such that S/HS is F-pure is nonempty 
(i.e., dense) if d < n and p is suflciently large (depending on d and n) or ~7 
d = n + 1 andp = 1 (modulon + 1). 
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EXAMPLE 5.23. Let xi0 ,..., xilli be ?zi indeterminates, 1 < i < m, 
let K be a perfect field of positive characteristicp, let Si = K[x, ,..., xL,J, 
let Hi be a form of positive degree di in Si such that Ri = S,/H,S, is 
F-pure, 1 < i ,( rrz, let 
s = 6, s, , 
i=l 
and let 
R = 6, Ri z Si(H, ,..., H,,,)S. 
,=I 
Let tji ,  1 <j<h, 1<;< m, be given integers, and let G = 
GL( 1, K)h act on S so that (al ,..., uI,) E G takes .vi,, , independent of V, to 
The action takes each of the principal ideals H,S to itself, and hence 
induces an action of G on R. Let T = RG and let Q be the irrelevant 
maximal ideal of T. Then T is pure in (in fact, a direct summand of) R, 
since G is linearly reductive (cf. [7], Sect. lo]) and R is F-pure by 
Proposition 5.16. Hence, T is F-pure by Proposition 5.13. 
Thus, we may apply Proposition 2.4(a) to conclude [H&+‘(T)], = 
[Hy(Tlt))], = 0, all i, if t > 0, and for 0 < i + 1 < dim T and all 
t # 0 if T is Cohen-Macaulay except at Q. If Ox(t) = T(t)- (a coherent 
sheaf on X = proj(T)), then this may be restated in terms of vanishing 
of H’(X, fix(t)) f or i 3 1, since W(X, O,(t)) y [HL+l(T)], , i 3 I. 
Moreover, the result of Proposition 2.4(b) is available for computing 
[Hg’( T)lo ( q = Hi(X, OX), I < i ,< dim S - I) if T is Cohen-Macaulay 
except at Q. 
Moreover, in general, N’(S, 8,), 1 < i < dim S - 1, will not vanish 
in these examples, even if h = I (so that G -= GL(I, k’)), m = 2, 
t r1 7: 1, and t,, = - 1. In this case, T is the Segre product of R, and R, , 
proj(T) = proj(R,) x pro.i(R,), and the intermediate cohomology may 
be easily computed using the Kiinneth formula (cf. [7, Sect. 141) and 
does not vanish if n, f 0, 7~~ f 0, and d, I= n, + 1 or & = ri2 A- 1. 
(Segre products of arbitrarily many Ri may be obtained as rings of 
invariants of suitable actions of GL( 1, K)” on R, but it should be noted 
that the class of rings obtained as rings of invariants is much larger than 
the Segre products.) 
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(d) Presentations of Relative F-Pure Type 
We will state an important result, Theorem 5.24, and then deferring 
the proof, we explore some consequences. Following these consequences, 
we give the proof of Theorem 5.24. 
THEOREM 5.24. Let S be a [special graded] K-algebra of finite type, 
where K is a field of characteristic 0, and suppose that S has a presentation 
of relative (perfect) [graded] F-pure type. Let R be a [special graded] 
K-subalgebua of S of finite type. Suppose that R is pure in S. Then R has 
a presentation of relative [ggraded] (perfect) F-pure type. 
THEOREM 5.25. Let K be a jield of characteristic 0 and let G be a 
reductive linear algebraic group over K acting on a [special graded] K- 
algebra S of jinite type [so as to preserve degrees]. Suppose that S has a 
presentation of relative (perfect) [graded] F-pure type. Then so does the 
ring of invariants R = SC. 
Proof. Since G is reductive and K has characteristic 0, G is linearly 
reductive. Hence, R = SC will also be a [special graded] K-algebra of 
finite type (see [7, Sect. IO] for a summary of the relevant facts from 
invariant theory). Moreover, by virtue of the existence of the Reynolds 
operator, R is a direct summand of S as R-modules, and hence, R is pure 
in S and we may apply Theorem 5.24. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.26. Let K be a Jield of characteristic 0 and let S be a 
domain which is a special graded K-algebra. Suppose that Sz is regular 
for every prime ideal 9 f Q of S, where Q is the irrelevant maximal ideal 
(cf. Remark 1.2) and that S has a presentation of relative perfect graded 
F-pure type. Let G be a reductive linear algebraic group over k’ acting on S 
so as to preserve degrees. 
Then R = SC, the ying of invaviants, is a special graded h--algebra, 
a domain, R has a presentation of relative perfect graded F-pure type, and 
for evely prime 9 except the ivFelevant maximal ideal, R,? is Cohen- 
Macaulay. Thus, R satisfies the hypothesis for Theorem 4.8 (relative case), 
and the conclusions of Theorem 4.8 are aalidfor R. 
Proof. The statements about R are either obvious or follow from 
Theorem 5.25, except for the Cohen-Macaulayness assertion. But for 9’ 
as described, there is an element of the irrelevant maximal ideal of S 
(in fact, of R) in R - B, so that SY is regular, and hence R,, = (Sq)c is 
Cohen-Macaulay by the Main Theorem of [7]. Q.E.D. 
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We now want to go back and prove Theorem 5.24. We need the 
following lemma in preparation. 
LEMMA 5.21. Let K be a field <$ characteristic 0, and let A C k’ be a 
Noetherian domain. Let S, be a [special graded] extension algebf,a of A of 
jinite type which is of (relative) ( perfect) [graded] F-pure type. Let 
S = K @.l S, . Thus, S, yields a (relative) ( pecfect) [graded] F-pure 
type presentation of S. 
Finally, assume that S, is A-pat (which is alway the case aftes localiza- 
tioz at a suitable element of A - {O)). 
Then,fov arl-y L4-subalgebra B of K of finite type over A 
also yields a (relative) ( perfect) [graded] F-pure type presentation of S. 
Proof. If C is any A-algebra with A C C C K, applying @.d S,, 
yields S,d C S, C S, = S (where S, = C @+, S,.,) and thus S, g 
S,[C] C S. Clearly, S g K @& S,. as well. Thus, we need only show 
that when B is of finite type over 4, SA is of (relative} (perfect) [graded] 
F-pure type. By mathematical induction, we can reduce to the case 
where B-is generated over A by one element 8, i.e., B = ,4[8]. We shall 
consider two cases: 
(I) 0 is an indeterminate over A. 
(2) 0 is algebraic over L4. In this case we modify the situation quite 
a bit, as follows: Let K, be the fraction field of A and let L be a finite 
normal algebraic extension of K,, such that 8 EL. Let 0’ be a primitive 
element for /,. Xfter localizing at a suitable a E A - (0) we can arrange 
that 0 E A[@] (not just L = K,.,(V) = KA[O’]). Let f  be the manic 
irreducible polynomial of 8’ over K,d , Let d = deg f ,  and let 8, ,..., Bn 
be the roots off. (Since we are in characteristic 0, f  is separable and 
Pi =c fij if i - j.) We can localize at n E A - [O) so that: 
(a) The coefficients off are in A. 
(b) l/O E A, where .4 -= nigj (tii - tij) (since d is symmetric in 
the 0; , d E .4). 
cc> 4 >*.., Qd E A[B’] (a priori, Bi E K,,,[W]). 
In Case (2) it will suffice to show that if we let B’ = A[0’], then S,, : 
B’ BA S.., is a B’-algebra of (relative} (perfect) [graded] F-pure type: 
The reader will see at once that this implies the same for B C B’ (if we 
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pass from an SB-module M of finite type to the SB,-module M BB B’, 
and we have a good p: B’ + K, we automatically have B - K and 
(M oB B’) OR, K g M g8 K; we can do this while keeping I # 0 
for any b’ E B’, and hence, certainly for any b E B C B’). Hence, in 
Case (2) we replace 0 by 0’ (so that from now on we write 0 for 0’) and 
we write B, not B’. With both these changes B = A[8], but now the 
fraction field L of B is normal over KA , the manic minimal polynomial 
fof 0 has coefficients in A, 1 /A E A, and the conjugates 0r ,..., 8, E B = A[8]. 
In Case (1) or Case (2), let b denote a given nonzero element of B = 
A[(?]. We must show that there is a homomorphism p: B -+ K, where K 
is a (perfect) field of positive characteristic p, such that p(b) 1 0 and 
the fiber (S,), is F-pure relative to every [graded SB-module E of finite 
type (respectively, to a given [graded] S,-module E of finite type}. 
In Case (I), let b = g(B), h w ere g is a nonzero polynomial, and choose a 
in the (infinite) domain A such that g(a) + 0. Let a’ = g(a), and 
define an A-algebra homomorphism y: A[01 + A by letting 0 map to 01. 
Then p(b) = g(a) = a’ # 0. 
In Case (2), simply let a’ be a nonzero multiple of b in A. 
In Case (I), if E is a [graded] Ss-module of finite type, let ME be the 
[graded] S,-module E gB PA (i.e., A is regarded as a B-algebra via 
9: B --f A), and in Case (2) define MI: by ME = ,AE (in Case (2), 
S, = S,[e] and M, defined in this way will be of finite type as an 
S,-module). 
Now choose t+,: A --, Kg, where Kg is a (perfect) field of characteristic 
p > 0 such that &a’) # 0, and the fiber [S,& is F-pure relative to 
every [graded] &-module M of finite type {respectively, relative to the 
particular S,-module M = M,}. 
In Case (I), let K = q1 and let p: B -+ K be defined by p = ~~9). 
In Case (2), 1 e K be a finite separable extension of K~ such that the t 
homomorphism p,,: A + Kg extends to a homomorphism p: B = 
A[8] + K. (Let f be the result of applying I*,, to the coefficients of the 
minimal polynomialf of 8. Since l/A E A, the image of d in K” is not zero 
and f is separable over Kg . Thus, f splits over a separable extension field 
K of Kg .) By Lemma 4.6, in Case (2), pa*: A -+ K defined by CL,,* -= 
(KO c+ K) 0 p0 defines an F-pure fiber of S, relative to every [graded] 
S,d-module M of finite type (respectively, relative to MEI. 
In Case (1) or Case (2) we have p(b) # 0 (in C ase 11, CL(~) = coda)) = 
~~(a’) # 0, while in Case (2) p(b) divides ~(a’) = &a’) # 0). 
To complete the proof, it will suffice to show that (S,), is F-pure 
relative to E, given that (S,), is F-pure relative to MS . 
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In Case (l), this is trivial, since E, = E oB K gg (E &I8 +‘A) @A K s 
(ME), . 
In Case (2), let us write simply M for M, = SAE. First note that since 
(S,), is F-pure relative to M, (S,), is F-pure relative to S, OS, M 
(regarded as an S,-module via the first factor): in fact, (S, OS, (,AE)) @)A 
K ES (& @A K. 
To complete the proof it will suffice to show that E, with its original 
S,-module structure, is a direct summand, as an SB-module, of 
S, OS, (,AE). To see this, let G be the Galois group of L over K. 
G fixes A and is a transitive group of permutations, of order d, on 
8 1 ,..., dcr . Since 8r ,..., 19~~ E B, G acts on B and hence on S, = B BA S, . 
Consider the S,-module II = C ogsc gE where QE denotes E with the 
A’,-module structure given by s . e == g(s)e. Evidently, E is a direct 
summand of H as S,-modules. There is an S,-linear map S,4E + H 
given by e + e @ .a* @ e. Since H is an SB-module, this induces a map 
Y: SB Os, (s:,E> + H. To finish the proof, we need only show that y is 
an isomorphlsm (of S,-modules). 
Now, S, is a free S,-module with basis 1, 0 ,..., &--I (the manic 
polynomial f of 0 has coefficients in A, so that B is A-free with basis 
1, d,..., (P-l, and S, g B @A S,). Thus, each element of S, OS, (,AE) 
can be represented uniquely in the form ~~~~ Bi @ ei , where 
e, ,.-, k1 E sd E, and the image of this element in H under y is 
C OgeG <I&i g(WQ -4 s g varies in G, g(0) takes on the values 0, ,.,., 8, . 
It follows that y is both injective and surjective if and only if the matrix 
D = [ej-l], 1 < i, j < d, is invertible in S, . Since (det 0)” = A and 
I /A E A, I/det D E B and D is invertible in S, (even in B). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5.24. Suppose A C K is Noetherian, S,, is a 
[special graded] extension algebra of A of finite type which is of relative 
(perfect) [graded] F-p ure type, and S r k’ @,4 S, . R is generated over 
K by finitely many (homogeneous) elements ur ,..., u,,! . Let U, ,..., Unl 
be indeterminates, and map K[U, ,..., U,,] K-homomorphically onto R 
so that Ui maps to ui . We then have a K-isomorphism R g 
q.Ul >.**, ~~J(h(W., hp( U)). Localize at c( E A - (0) so that S, 
becomes A-flat, and then, by Lemma 5.27, we can enlarge A so much 
that it contains the coefficients of h,( U) ,..., h,(U) and so that u1 ,..., zc,,, E S,. 
Let R, = A[u, ,..., u,J e A[ U, ,..., U,,J/(h,(U) ,..., h&U)), for this larger 
A. Then R, C S, and R G K @A R, . We shall show that R, is also 
of relative (perfect) [graded] F-pure type. Let M be a given [graded] 
R,-module of finite type, and let a E A - (0). Let E = S, @,, 111. 
607/21/z-4 
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Then E is a [graded] S,-module of finite type. Let K, be the fraction 
field of A. Since R is pure in S, K @A M--f K @,, E (or K @,4 A4 + 
(K @,4 M) OR S) is injective. Since K is faithfully flat over K,,, , 
K, BA M + KA @A E is injective. It follows that, after localizing at a 
suitable element of A - {0}, M + E is injective. By Proposition 3.3, we 
can arrange, after localizing at a suitable element of A - {0), that E/M 
be A-flat. Now choose p: A + K, where ~(a) # 0 and K is a (perfect) 
field of positive characteristic such that SK is F-pure relative to E. Then 
R, is F-pure relative to M. In fact, for each e we have a commutative 
diagram 
a 
;n, ____f EK 
The map a: is injective, since its kernel is a homomorphic image of 
Tor,A(E/M, K) = 0 (for E/M is A-flat), and p is injective, since S, is 
F-pure relative to E,( . Hence, ,& is injective, and y must be injective. 
Q.E.D. 
(e) Presentations of F-Pure Type 
In this subsection we consider some situations in which one has 
presentations of F-pure type, not merely relative ones. 
PROPOSITION 5.28. Let R be an algebra of jinite type over a field K of 
characteristic 0, and suppose that R is regular. Then R has a presentation of 
perfect F-pwe type. 
Proof. R will be a product of regular domains of finite type over k’, 
and it is easy to reduce to the case where R is a domain. Suppose that R 
is a domain. We can write R = K[U, ,..., U,,,]/P, where P = (h, ,..., h,) 
is a prime of height h in the polynomial ring S = K[U, ,..., U,,,]. Let A 
be a finitely generated Z-subalgebra of K which contains the coefficients of 
the hi, and let R, = A[ UI ,..., U,,]/PA, where PA = (h, ,..., h,)A[ UI ,..., U,,]. 
After localizing at a suitable a E A - {0}, we may assume that R, is 
A-flat, R, C R, and K @ R, g R. Since K @ R, is regular, so is 
K, 0 R, . It follows that the ideal J of R, generated by the h by 11 
minors of 9 = [ah,/3Uj] modulo P, contains an element of A - {0), 
while the ideal generated by the h + 1 by h + 1 minors is A-torsion 
(by the Jacobian criterion for regularity). After localizing at a E A - (01, 
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we may assume that / is the unit ideal while the h + 1 by h + 1 minors 
vanish modulo P, . Let m be any maximal ideal of A. Then K = A/m 
is a finite (hence, perfect) field. R, E K[U, ,..., U,]/(hl ,..., h,), where hi 
is the image of hi modulo m. But the h by 1~ minors of $ = [&z,/;lUi] 
modulo K @ P, generate the unit ideal, while the h + 1 by h -+ 1 
minors vanish. Thus, for any maximal ideal m of A, (A/m) @ R, is 
regular and hence F-pure. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.29. Let S be a regular algebra of$nite type over afield K 
of characteristic 0, and let R be a pure K-subalgebra of jinite type. Then R 
has a presentation of relative perfect F-pure type. 
Proof. This follows at once from Theorem 5.24 and Proposition 5.28. 
Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 5.30. Let K be a field of characteristic 0, and let n > 2 
be given. Let S = K[x, ,... , ~~~1, a polynomial ring, and let R = S/N,,S, 
where H,, =- X$~ + .*. + x,,‘l. If d < 11 + 1, R has a presentation of 
perfect F-pure type. In fact, let A = Z, and let R, = Z[x, ,..., xn]/(HCr). 
If d ,< n, it follows from Proposition .5.21(b) that for any map Z -+ K, 
where K is a perfect field of large positive characteristic, K @r R, is 
F-pure. If d = ~z + I, we cannot be quite so free with our choice of the 
characteristicp: p must be of the form (n -t 1)/z -t 1, h > I, by 4.21(c). 
Since such an arithmetic progression contains infinitely many primes 
(by a well-known, rather deep theorem of number theory), R, is still of 
F-pure type in this case. 
One can also look at examples of this type similar to Example 5.23. 
(f) Seminormal Rings Generated by Monomials 
Let R be a ring and let S be the integra1 closure of R in its total 
quotient ring. If P is a prime of R and M an R-module, let mp , m E M, 
denote vz @ 1 in ill, s M @ R, . Let J(T) denote the intersection of 
the maximal ideals of the ring T, i.e., the Jacobson radical. 
We recall from [17] some basic facts about seminormal rings. R is 
seminormal if for every s E S, if sp E R, + J(S,) for every prime P of R, 
then s E R. An equivalent condition is that for each intermediate ring 
R !j& T C S and for each prime P of R, either there are at least two primes 
of T lying over P, or else there is a unique prime ,O and the induced map 
of residue class fields 
WPRP - T,,‘QTQ 
is not surjective. 
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The main point of [17] is that if R is a reduced Noetherian ring and 5’ 
is module-finite over R, then R is seminormal if and only if the natural 
map 
Pit R + Pit R[x, ,..., XJ 
is an isomorphism (xi ,..., x,~ are indeterminates) for all n. 
We are mainly interested in the case where R is at least a pseudo- 
geometric Noetherian domain, and in this case it is easier to characterize 
seminormality thus: Such an R is seminormal if and only if whenever Y 
is in the fraction field of R and 9, r3 E R, then r E R. This is proved in [4]. 
Also note the following characterization in this case: If r is in the fraction 
field of R and r+ ,..., rnk E R where n, ,..., n, are positive integers whose 
greatest common divisor is d, then rd E R. 
We show next that any type of F-purity implies seminormality. We 
then prove a sort of converse for seminormal rings generated by mono- 
mials. 
PROPOSITION 5.31. If R is an F-pzrre pseudogeometric Noetherian 
domain of positive prime characteristic p, then R is seminormal. 
If K is a field of characteristic 0, and R is a K-algebra of finite type, a 
domain, and has a presentation of relative F-pure type, then R is seminormal. 
Proof. In the first case suppose Y is in the fraction field of R and r2, 
r3 E R. Under the map 7: R/r2R + (R/r”R) OR *R g l(R/+R), the 
class of r3 maps to the class of r3p. Sincep 3 2, rp E R and r3n = rp(&). 
Thus, the class of r3 maps to 0. Since v is injective, y3 E r2R and Y E R. 
In the second case suppose R g K BA R,, , where A is a Noetherian 
subdomain of K and R, is a domain of relative F-pure type. Suppose I. 
is in the fraction field of R, 9, r3 E R, but r 4 R. Using Lemma 5.27 
we may enlarge A so that T is in the fraction field of R, , r2, r3 E R, , but 
Y$RA, of course, or else we would have I’ E R. In fact, the class of 
I @ r3 is a nonzero element of KA @ (RA/rzRA). By Proposition 3.3(c) 
after localizing at a suitable element of A - (01 we will have that the 
class of I @ ~3 is nonzero in R,IrzR, , for every nonzero A-algebra R. 
Choose B to be K, where A + K is such that the characteristic of K is 
positive and M< + Mti @ lRi, is injective, where M = R,Ir2R, . Then, 
by the same reasoning as before, the class of 1 @ r3 is 0 in R,/+R, , a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Throughout the rest of this section M will denote a finitely generated 
semigroup of monomials x$ *.a & in indeterminates xi ,..., x, , where 
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t, ,..., t, are non-negative integers and we assume always that 1 == 
Xl 0 . . . x O E .&. For any ring R, we denote by R[A] the subring of 
the polqnomial ring R[x, ,..,, s,J spanned by A. Then 4 is a free basis 
for R[A!], and R[A] is the semigroup ring of =4? over R. 
We show that the question of whether K[&] is seminormal, where K 
is a field, depends only on a semigroup property of .A?‘, not on K, and 
that for each seminormal .4! there are finitely many prime integers 
p, ,..., 9,; such that K[,dd] is F-pure whenever K has characteristic p > 0 
and p G ( pl ,-.., pI;). It follows that if K has characteristic 0, then K[..JZJ 
has a presentation of perfect F-pure type. 
We define a finitely generated semigroup of monomials A to be 
seminormal if whenever there are elements IL, z E A! such that ~3 = 9, 
then there is an element w E ,ti such that ZL = w’) and v = w3 (equiv- 
alently, u -: uw). Let us work in the universal abelian group Ab(,AY) 
spanned by Lo (- fl is cancellative). Then an equivalent condition is that 
if w E &(.A), and w I’, wq E ;,K, where GCD( p, q) = 1, then w E ,K. 
(Let T = {t ~i2, t > 1: ZL’~ tA >. Then T contains all integers > ~4. 
Let to to be the Zeast element of T such that T 3 {t E Z: t 3 to]-. If 
to > 1, j =m t,, - 1, then (wj)“, (wj)a E /(, and hence wj E _ &‘, a contra- 
diction.) 
PROPOSITION 5.32. The following co?zditions on a finitely generated 
semigvoup of morlomials .A2 are equivalent: 
(1) .4&Y is senzinot7zal. 
(2) Fos some field A’, K[A] is seminormal. 
(3) For every pseudogeometric Noetherian domain seminormal R, 
R[,/l’t] is seminormal. 
Proof. We shall show (3) 3 (2) => (1) * (2) = (3). (3) 3 (2) is 
trivial. Assume (2). If 21’ = 9, 21, 2: E =#‘, then (V/U)” = u E K[&], and 
(v,k)” = v E K[J&]; hence, V/U E K[A’], say Z/U = zi_, aiwE , where the 
wi E A? are distinct and each ai 7 d 0. Then we have z’ = xf=, a,(w,u) 
and since .A! is a free basis for K[.,&], t = 1, aL 7: 1, and c’ = wrzl. Let 
w = w1 = v/u. Since w = wr E ,K and w”’ == J, w3 = z!, the result 
(2) => (1) is proven. 
Now assume (1). W e shall show that if K is a field, K[&‘] is semi- 
normal. Suppose that ~42 consists of monomials in x1 ,..., x, . Then the 
integral closure of K[L&‘] is contained in S = K[x, ,..., xJ. Let f E S 
be such that f”, f3 E K[.A!‘]. We shall show that f E K[A’]. Suppose 
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f = Ll aiwi , where t 3 1, a, ,..., a, E K - {0}, and wr ,..., wt are 
distinct monomials. Fix i, 1 < i < t. Then we can choose an integer 
q > 2 such that wiq occurs in the monomial expansion off q and wf+’ 
occurs in the expansion of fq+l. (Assume this for the moment: we prove 
it below.) Then wig, wg+’ E J&‘, since whenever g E K[&], w occurs in g 
if and only if w E J&‘. Since GCD(q, q + I) = 1, it follows from the 
alternate characterization of seminormaiity that wi E J&Y”. Since this hoIds 
of each i, we then have f = C:=, aiwi E K[&]. 
To complete the proof of (1) + (2) it suffices then to show that we can 
choose q so that wiq, wp+’ occur in fiQ, f z+l, respectively. To prove this, 
we pass to the subdomain of K generated by a, ,..., a, , l/a, ,..., l/a, . 
This is an algebra A of finite type over either Z or a finite field K. Hence, 
if we divide out by a maximal ideal we obtain a field of characteristicp, 
and we may assume that K has characteristicp. Let V~ = (hi, ,..., hiJ E.z’~, 
where wi = X:CI . -. bxzln, 1 < i < t. Choose e so large that if 1 < i, 
j < t, i f j, then pe does not divide at least one entry of ni - Dj . Then 
we may take q = pe. To see this, note thatfq = z:=, aiQwiQ, so that wiq 
occurs for each i, and that 
If we can show that for (i, j) # (i’,j’) wiqwj # wF1wj, , then there is no 
cancellation and for (i, i), wz+’ occurs, i.e., we must show that if (i,j) $ 
(i’, j’) then qvi + vui + qvui, + ~‘~1 . But if qvi + uj == qvi, + vj, , then 
q(vi - v;,) = vj’ - vj , and by our choice of e, this implies j’ = j and 
hence i = i’. This completes the proof of (1) => (2). 
Finally, (2) => (3) f 11 o ows at once from the fact that if R is a semi- 
normal pseudogeometric domain with fraction field K, S = R[x, ,..., x,,] 
is seminormal and R[&‘] = S n K[J&‘]. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to prove a sort of converse to Proposition 5.31. 
THEOREM 5.33. Let JAZ be a finite& generated seminormal semigroup of 
monomials in x1 ,..., x, . Then there are jinitely many prime integers 
P 1 ,..., p, such that fey any j?eld h’ of positive characteristic dzjcerent from 
p, ,..., p, , K[&] is F-pure. 
Hence, for any jield K of characteristic 0, K[J&‘] g K mz Z[Al] is a 
presentation of perfect F-pure type 
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Proof. Let A? be the semigroup of those monomials w’ in xi ,..., s,, 
such that there exist U, o E A?’ and an integer q such that w’ = U/Z 
and (w’)Q E A. It is clear that .A?’ is a semigroup containing -A’, and that 
K[J&“] is integral over K[&] and has the same fraction field, for any 
field R. (It is not hard to show that K[A’] is, in fact, the normalization 
of K[>H], from the results of [5].) Then K[A’] has a finite set 
WI’,..., zu,,’ E ,&” of K-algebra generators, and it follows that wr’,..., ZU,~’ 
generate ~4” as a semigroup. (This is all we need-the K used becomes 
irrelevant.) For each wi’ choose qi such that w’Ipi E %A!. Let q be the least 
common multiple of the qi . Then w:” E :& for all i and hence for every 
w’ E A!/‘, (w’)” E .4. Let pi ,..., p,; be the prime factors of q. 
Suppose K is a field of positive prime characteristic p different from 
p1 ,..., P, , i.e., GCD( p, q) = 1. W e will show that F(k’[*&j) is a direct 
summand of K[,H] by explicitly constructing a complement. Extend 1 
to an F(K)-basis 1 u (B) for K, where 1 $ B. The set of products 
,.A? u {bw: 6 EC B, zu E .#) is an F(K)-b asis for K[,/d]. Let .,fi” =: 
{wJ’: w E A). Then F(K[.&]) = F(K)[A”l], and L4!‘J is an F(K)-basis 
for F(K[A]). Th ere is a unique F(K)-linear retraction of K[,K] onto 
F(K[A’]) xvhich is the identity on the basis vectors in ~71 and which kills 
I’ :I= (,.ti --- c&‘J) u {bw: 0 E B, w E ~-,A’), and to complete the proof it 
will suffice to show that the kernel of this map, which is the F(K)-vector 
space V spanned by T, is actually anF(K[M]) = F(K)[A!@]-module. For 
this it suffices to show that 7’ is closed under multiplication by elements 
of Al’. Now [bw: b E B, w E zY~ is closed even under multiplication by 
elements of .A’, and it remains to show that . d - .//B is closed under 
multiplication by elements of ;d/“. Suppose w E A! - //I’, II F A!, ‘L‘ E A’, 
and WLP = + (for if w2P $. A! -- .& i’, then it is in -&“‘). Then w 1~ 
(Vlll) 1’ E I //, and so w’ --_ PI/U E .&“. But then w’* E .A! as well, and since 
GCU( p, q) = 1 and .&’ is seminormal, w’ E ,.A!. But then w = (w’)” E L.N~‘, 
a contradiction. It folloxvs that .@ - .Zo is closed under multiplication 
by elements of .&I’. Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.34. In [5], ‘t 1 is shown that if a finitely generated semigroup 
of monomials J’Z is normal (i.e., whenever U, z1 E ./Z and (u/z~)Q E A”‘/, then 
u/z! E Lfi) then for any Cohen-Macaulay ring R, R[-A!] is Cohen- 
Macaulay. (The normality of .& is equivalent to the normality of R[,.d!] 
for some field R (equivalently, for every normal domain R).) Our result 
in the seminormal case is quite a bit xveaker, but does imply that if K 
is a field of characteristic 0 and P is the irrelevant ideal of R =--= I;[- A’], 
, /c seminormal, then [Hpi(R)],, := 0 for d T. I and all i. 
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Remark 5.35. The generality in which our results can be utilized is 
increased by the following observation: H;(R) E HjRp(Rp) z H;x,(&.), 
where * denotes completion, if P is a maximal ideal of the Noetherian 
ring R. Thus, while R may not be a seminormal ring generated by 
monomials, it may be true that & g So, where S does have this 
property. (Of course, one loses track of the grading.) 
EXAMPLE 5.36. Let n be an integer 3 2, and let A’ be the semigroup 
generated by xr2, xlxz ,..., x1x,, x2 ,..., x,, . Then it is easy to show that 
R = K[&] is seminormal (the normalization is R[x, ,..., x,]), K a field, 
and F-pure if char(K) 2 3. (It is of F-pure type if char(K) = 0.) The 
grade of the maximal ideal is 2, and the set of singular primes consists of 
those which contain q = (x1x2 ,..., x1x,, , x2 ,..., x,,)R. (The prime q, and 
even the prime qRp , has grade 1.) If char(K) = 2, then R is not F-pure. 
(The ideal (x12, x2 ,..., x,,) is not contracted from lR.) Thus, the converse 
of the characteristic p statement of Proposition 5.31 is false. 
Remark 5.37. Let R be as above, with irrelevant ideal P and 
char(K) # 2. Then & G hVj, , where V C ili’p;“-’ is the image under 
generic projection of a non-singular n-dimensional projective variety, 
and x is a pinch-point of V (see [ 121, Theorem 31). 
(f) Quotients of Polynomial Rings by Ideals Generated by Square-Free 
Monomials 
Let 1 be an ideal generated by a set of monomials in the indeterminates 
x0 9”., x,, > in Z[x, ,..., x,,] = S. If R is any ring, let R[x]/(I) denote 
R BE S/I. 
If we assume that the generating monomials are square-free, it is easy 
to show that for every reduced ring R, R[x]/(I) is reduced. 
Let I( be a field. Then I t, Y(I) is a one-to-one correspondence 
between ideals generated by square-free monomials in K[xo ,..., XJ and 
algebraic sets in K n+l (K infinite) which are unions of intersections of 
coordinate hyperplanes. If K is the reals, R we obtain a one-to-one 
correspondence with the simplicial subcomplexes of the standard 
n-simplex 1 A, 1 (which is the convex hull of the standard basis for Rn+l) 
by It, V(I) n ( A j. If K is any field, we still have this correspondence 
at a simplicial level. Let d be the set of all subsets of {O,..., a>. Given a 
subcomplex Z C A (i.e. if u E Z every subset of u E ,Z), let Iz be the ideal 
generated by all monomials xi, .** xi,, i1 ,,.., ik distinct, such that 
{i 1 ,..., i,<} 4 2. Then .Z +-+I, is the required correspondence. We note 
here the following result: 
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PROPOSITION 5.38. If K is a field of characteristic p > 0, K[x]/(I) is 
F-pure. 
Hence, if K is a jield of h c avacteristic 0, K[x]/(I) z K Be Z[x]/I is a 
presentation of perfect F-pure type. 
Proof. The semigroup ,d of all monomials in x,, ,..., x,, is seminormal. 
Let p: K[x] --t F(K[x]) be the retraction defined in the proof of Theorem 
5.33. It is easy to check that ~((1)) C (I) n F(K[x]) and hence p induces a 
retraction of K[x]/(I) ontoF(K[x]/(I)) g F(K[x])/(I) n F(K[x]). Q.E.D. 
Thus, Theorem 1.1 or Theorem 4.8 applies to K[x]/(I) for such an 1. 
Using this result and pursuing this point of view further, Reisner [lo] 
has characterized those 2 C A such that K[w]/(lz) is unmixed and Cohen- 
Macaulay except possibly at the irrelevant ideal, and also those such that 
K[x]/(I,) is Cohen-Macaulay, as follows: 
If o E Z, let L(a, Z) denote the link of u in ,Z’, i.e., the subcomplex 
consisting of all T E Z such that T n u = n and T u u E 2. Let Hi(*, K) 
denote reduced simplicial cohomology with coefficients in K. Then 
K[x]/(I,) is unmixed and Cohen-Macaulay except possibly at the irre- 
levant ideal P if and only if for every 0 E Z:, H’(L(a, Z), K) = 0, 
0 < i < dimL(a, 2). (In consequence, if Z is a connected manifold 
it has this property.) Moreover, if S has this property (e.g., if 2 is a 
connected manifold), H,i(K[x]/(Iz)) E p-l(Z, K), 1 < i < dim 2 
(and, if X, = proj(K[x]/(lz)), which is the projective scheme whose 
K-points are lines joining the origin to a point in a hyperplane spanned 
by a face of A’, then we have Hi(Xx , fi,rJ s Ni(Z, K), 1 < i < dim 2). 
Moreover, it also follows that K[x]/(I,) is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if 
for every (J E 2, B’(L(a, 2, K) = 0,O < i < dimL(a, 2) and D(.Z, K) = 0, 
0 < i < dim Z. 
Using some old inequalities due to Macaulay, StanIey [14, 151 has 
recently established the Upper Bound Conjecture for simplicial com- 
plexes Z such that K[x]/Iz is Cohen-Macaulay for some field K. Putting 
this together with Reisner’s results, Stanley obtains the conjecture for all 
triangulations of spheres. 
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